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Priority Assessment Model for Water Distribution Networks  
Ahmed Moursi 
Infrastructure is a critical element in the countries’ growth and development. Poor management of 
these systems would lead to their failure and in turn to disastrous situations. According to the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fifth report on drinking water 
infrastructure, the investments in the drinking water utilities need a total amount of $384.2 billion 
for the next 15 years, i.e. until December 2030. Also, according to the 2013 American’s 
Infrastructure Report Card, the Drinking Water System (DWS) is graded as “D”, implying a status 
between poor and fair, with an increasing failure probability. Similarly, as stated in the last 2016 
Canadian Infrastructure Report Card, the water system received a ranking of “Good”, representing 
an ‘adequate for now’ status. However, about 29 percent of pipelines condition is rated between 
fair and very poor, signifying that an urgent repair is needed with total replacement cost of $ 60 
billion. Meanwhile, due to budget deficits, municipalities find it is a challenge to prioritize which 
asset to repaire or rehabilitate. Thus, a lot of research is done to predict the probability of failure. 
Yet, most of this research is limited to the consequence of failure and the criticality of water 
pipelines.  
The main objective of this study is to develop a priority index induced by a combination 
of the criticality and performance of water distribution network. In this research, criticality factors 
that affect the water distribution networks are identified. Criticality is divided into three main 





elements is divided into subfactors with different attributes to describe the actual status of the 
proposed area. Paprika and Swing techniques are used to determine the weights of subfactors. The 
effect values are obtained from experts from North America, Europe and Qatar through 
questionnaires and meetings. After all the required data are collected, the data are analyzed and 
incorporated into the criticality model to determine the criticality index for each pipeline in the 
desired location. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to define the factors with the highest and the 
lowest impact on the criticality index. It is determined that the “Road type” sub-factor has the 
highest influence on the criticality index, based on Qatar’s data analysis. Meanwhile, the “Pipeline 
diameter” sub-factor has the greatest impact on the criticality index, based on North America and 
Europe data analysis. 
The developed criticality index is utilized with the performance index to develop the 
priority index, which is illustrated on the emerged priority scale and matrix for a better evaluation 
of the current asset status. It is concluded that “Ville Marrie” sector is found to have the highest 
priority index in Montreal city, equals to 4.42. While,“Bizard Island” has the lowest priority index 
value in the city, equals to 3.69. The developed model will guide municipalities and governments 
to generate a capital plan and allocate the available budget to the most critical parts of their 
networks. These results are also used as a reference to highlight the key areas in each sector of the 
designed city that need an urgent repair. This will decrease the risks, defects and health hazards of 
the water networks while maintaining the safety and durability of the water distribution networks 
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Infrastructure asset can be defined as a stationery system forming a network and serving 
communities or societies, where the system as whole is projected to be operated at optimum 
capacity for its life cycle. To keep working at its optimum capacity, the system needs inspection 
and monitoring. In some scenarios, the replacement and refurbishment of some of the system 
components are required to keep the system running during its lifecycle. The combination of 
management, inspection, financial, engineering and other relevant practices to keep a physical 
asset working at an approved quality by providing the required level of service with the respect of 
the cost-effective manner is called asset management (New Zealand Pipe Inspection Manual, 
2006). 
High-frequency societal functions and public transports are essential in the development 
of the country. In case of not functioning properly, they cause disastrous situations. However, the 
value of infrastructure use is not very obvious. For example, over 19 billion tons of freight valued 
at $13 trillion was moved through the transportation system and its associated networks in the 
United States during 2002 (USDOT, 2006). Since operating this infrastructure can be vulnerable 
to natural disasters, accident and international harm, there is a need to know how critically 
infrastructure and its utility might be affected in case of a disturbance (Murray and Grubesic 2007). 
Also, some national infrastructures are so essential that their inefficiency has an adverse impact 






Infrastructure consist of several types – e.g. water, wastewater, gas, solid waste disposal 
and transportation systems. The primary role of infrastructure is to sustain human activities and 
support civil societies and governments. In particular, water supply and distribution infrastructure 
system are considered one of the main components in the massive urban infrastructure (Filion et 
al. 2004). Water is necessary to sustain life where adequate supply must be available to all types 
of land use (e.g. residential, industrial, etc.). Extending access to safe drinking water benefit human 
life development and quality (Organization 2004). To achieve adequate water delivery, a water 
distribution system is required to provide clean, potable water for domestic use, such as drinking, 
washing, cleaning and waste disposal, and for emergency cases, such as extinguishing fire (Filion 
et al. 2004). In the course of time and due to a constant increase of water demands, it is necessary 
to prioritize and maintain water distribution systems on an acceptable quality by using an accurate 
forecasting of the pipeline performance and condition (Najafi and Kulandaivel 2005). 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Currently, Drinking Water System (DWS) infrastructure is graded “D” according to ASCE 
Report Card. Grade “D” describes the infrastructure status from poor to fair, where the 
infrastructure elements approach the end of their life service and there is a high risk of system 
failure (America’s Infrastructure Report Card 2013). As is estimated in the ASCE, about 240,000 
water mains break every year in the US. Beside the damages to its system, the broken water mains 
can damage other parts of infrastructure systems such as roadways, leading to additional repair 





the American Water Works Association (AWWA). The replacements cost will be approximately 
$2.1 trillion if all the water pipes are modified at the same time (America’s Infrastructure Report 
Card 2013).  
In addition to the EPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency), fifth report on 
the Drinking Water Infrastructure propose that the drinking water utilities need an investment of 
$384.2 billion in total for the next 15 years, until December 2030 (EPA 2013). These investments 
cover the repair of pipelines, treatments plants, storage tanks and other key assets to keep the public 
health in a satisfactory state. Also, the Canadian Infrastructure Report Card estimates a total $ 207 
billion is required to replace all potable water assets in Canada. The CIRC ranks the DWS as 
“Good: Adequate for now”. However, about 29 percent of the pipeline’s condition is rated between 
fair to very poor – liable to urgent repair with total replacement cost of $ 60 billion (CIRC. 2016). 
Figure I.1 shows the physical condition of transmission and distribution pipes. 
Due to the last global financial crisis on 2007, and limited fund reserves in governmental 
municipalities, it is important to prioritize the available budget, assess the infrastructure’s life cycle 
and notify if the system works efficiently. In addition, applying management practices to the entire 
portfolio of infrastructure assets at all organizational levels leads to minimizing the cost of 
operation and maintenance while it maintains the system in an efficient process with acceptable 







Figure 1-1 the physical condition of transmission and distribution pipes (CIRC 2016) 
 
1.3 Research Objectives 
 This research mainly aims to develop a priority index of water distribution network based 
on criticality and performance of its pipeline. It can be achieved by means of the following tasks: 
1. Identify and study the criticality factors that affect the water distribution network. 
2. Develop a criticality assessment model. 
3. Develop priority index and matrix, based on the criticality and performance of a water 
distribution network. 
1.4 Research Methodology 
 This study aims to develop a priority index for the water distribution, using the criticality 
















i. Criticality Index, indicating the estimated consequences of failure of water pipelines 
regarding the economic, environmental/operational and social factors. 
ii. Performance Index, indicating the probability of failure for the proposed water pipelines 
based on their deterioration level. 
 The priority index is a guide for municipalities to develop a maintenance plan and schedule 
for the water distribution networks. It also ranks the rehabilitation process of the water pipelines 
in accordance with their priority index value. 
1.4.1 Literature Review 
 Literature on the water distribution network is reviewed in detailed in the corresponding 
chapter. It includes the explanation of the water distribution networks, identifying the criticality 
factors that affect the networks. “PAPRIKA and SWING” methods are applied to develop the 
criticality index for the proposed water pipelines. The criticality and performance indexes are 
combined to form the priority index. 
1.4.2 Data Collection 
A questionnaire was developed under the supervision of Concordia University, to identify 
the degree of importance for the factors affecting water networks’ reliability and criticality. A total 
of 30 questionnaires were completed by experts in water distribution networks. Upon collection 
and analysis, the data were inserted into the criticality assessment model to determine the weights 
and the effect value of the criticality factors. Other sets of data were collected from the Strategic 





study, these data explain the actual status of water pipelines network in different locations in 
Montreal.  
1.4.3 Priority Index for Water Distribution Networks 
The Model was developed in the following procedures: 
1) Identification and analysis of criticality main and subfactors that affect the water 
distribution network. 
2) Development of Criticality Index based on applying the Paprika and Swing methods. 
3) Combination of Criticality and Performance indices to develop the Priority Index. 
4) Illustration of Priority matrix for the water distribution networks. 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 summarizes a detailed literature review to illustrate the water supply systems 
and risk management. It also covers the factors that influence the criticality and performance of 
water distribution networks. The literature review describes the previous models and research 
regarding the criticality of water distribution networks. “Paprika” and “Swing” are the weighting 
techniques used in this study to determine the criticality and priority indices. Chapter 3 presents 
the research methodology and process. It includes the criticality factors identification to develop 
the criticality index with the assistance of Paprika and Swing techniques. Priority index, priority 
scale, matrix development and process procedures are also explained in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 presents the data collection method for this study and the analysis done on the 
collected data. Chapter 5 describes the case study and the priority model implantation. It illustrates 





index are inserted into the priority model to define the priority index of the referred pipeline in 
specific locations. The priority index guides municipalities to arrange their maintenance and 






















This chapter consists of 10 sections as shown in Figure 2.1. Section 2-2 provides a 
definition of water supply distribution networks, including the components, types and the pipeline 
material used in the water main systems. Section 2-3 gives an overview of asset management and 
its principles and the benefits of applying it to the water supply systems. Section 2-4 talks about 
risk management. It defines the risk process, risk rates and how to measure and quantify the risk. 
Section 2-5 discusses the criticality of pipelines. It describes the term “critical assets” and explains 
the important factors that affect the criticality of water distribution network. There are several 
factors found and most of them can be categorized into four main groups: Economic, social, 
operational and environmental aspects. 
Section 2-6 defines the performance of water distribution networks and the deterioration 
factors that affect the condition of water pipelines. Section 2-7 illustrates El Chanati performance 
factors and performance index. Section 2-8 and Section 2-9 explain the Paprika and Swing 
methods respectively. These methods are used in the development of criticality models to 
determine the weight of the criticality factors of water distribution networks. Section 2-10 gives 
an overview of previous research work and models on the evaluation of water disruption networks. 
Some researchers have developed a risk index while others have developed criticality index as it 
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2.2 Water Supply Distribution Network 
Water is one of the key elements to sustain life and without it life can never exist.  Over 
the centuries, surface water and ground waters have been a source of water supplies for human 
activities such as domestic use, agriculture and industrial fields (Loucks and Van Beek 2005).The 
water supply system forms a fundamental part of the development of civilizations and it is a 
challenge to keep the supply of fresh water to different consumers (Bhave 2003). The primary goal 
of the water system is to carry the water under the designed pressure from the treatment plant or 
pump stations to the distributing system.  The distribution system consists of an interconnecting 
pipes network and loops. These networks should deliver the water from the source to the demand 
point (Gupta 2001). The water supply system has many components or subsystems, according to 
Tarrant Regional Water District Integrated Water Supply Plan published 2013, it divides the water 
supply system as follows:- 
I. Pump stations: described as the plumbing capacity and number of plumbs. 
II. Pipelines: described by size, length, location. 
III. Reservoirs: described by yield, capacity and water right. 
IV. Other Water Supply rights/contracts: defined by annual yield. 
V. Water Treatment Plants: specified by treatment capacity and location. 
2.2.1 Types of piping systems 
The piping system can be classified into four main categories; it is described as follows:- 
a) Transmission lines 
The transmission lines are pipes that transport water from its resource to the treatment plants 
or from the treatment plants to pump stations or from pump stations to the distribution network or 
11 
 
reservoirs.  These pipelines are usually long and large, and usually, their diameters are above 400 
mm (Bhave 2003). 
b) In-Plant piping system. 
These pipes are found in the treatment plants and pump stations. They are usually big in size 
but small in length. These pipes are attached to many different accessories such as valves and 
meters to monitor the characteristics of the water (Bhave 2003). 
c) Distribution mains 
The Distribution mains pipes carry the water from the treatment plants and service reservoirs 
to be distributed to the community. Manholes are often built near or between the pipes for servicing 
and to make the maintenance of the pipes much easier. The size of these pipes are ranged from 
100 mm to 250 mm and in some occasions may increases above 250 mm.  
d) Service lines 
The service lines pipes deliver the water from the distribution networks to the customers. These 
pipes are small and usually their diameter below 100 mm (Bhave 2003).  
2.2.2 Water pipelines materials. 
Water pipelines can be made of different materials in different sizes. According to the 
Deterioration and Inspection of water distribution system dated 2003. It is mentioned that two-
thirds of the existing water mains in use across Canada are cast iron and ductile iron, while Steel, 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), asbestos cement (AC) and concrete 
pressure pipes (CPP) may also be used in the construction of water pipelines. Table 2-1 shows the 















Pit Cast Iron (CI) 
75-1,500 
mm 
1850s-1940s  C100  
Spun Cast Iron (CI) 
75-1,500 
mm 
1930s-1960s  C100  
Ductile Iron (DI) 
75-1,600 
mm 
Since 1960s  C151 M41 
Steel > 150 mm Since 1850s Z245.1 C200 M11 
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 
100-1,200 
mm 
Since 1970s B137.3 C900/905 M23 




Since 1980s B137.1 C906  





 C400  









With the reference to Table 2-1, Ductile Iron, Steel, PVC and Concrete pipes are the current 
conventional materials that are being utilized till our present date in the United Kingdom and 
Canada. While Asbestos and Cast are not being used from the mid of the last century due to health, 
environmental and maintenance problems Rajani and Kleiner (2004) Clarified that the types of 
pipes material used in water supply vary from country to country or even city from the city. The 
major types of materials used in water pipes manufacture are Cast iron, Asbestos Cement, and 
plastic in Europe. Figure 2-2 shows the distribution pipe materials among different European 




Figure 2-2 Pipe materials in Europe Rajani and Kleiner (2004) 
In UK and Switzerland almost 80 % of water supply pipes are made of cast iron, however 
in Finland, most of the pipes are made of plastic. Spain, Belgium, and Netherlands have the largest 
proportion among the other European countries in using asbestos cement in their water supply 
pipes.  
2.3 Asset Management 
Assets can be explained as any physical components that have a value. The assets can 
provide services and usually has an economic life cycle greater than 12 months. An example of an 
asset is a pipeline connects two valves together. In other hands, Infrastructure asset can be defined 
as a stationary system forming a network and serving communities or societies, where the system 
as whole is projected to be operated at optimum capacity for its life cycle (New Zealand Pipe 
Inspection Manual, 2006). To maintain the system working at the best capacity, it is needed to be 
inspected and monitored and in some conditions replacement and refurbishment are required to 






New Zealand Pipe Inspection Manual (2006), defines asset management as the 
combination of managements, inspections, financial, engineering and other practices to keep a 
physical asset working at an approved quality by providing the required level of service with the 
respect of the cost effective manner is called asset management. Mitchell and Carlson (2001) have 
defined asset management as mix or integration set of the process (Engineering, financial, 
operating, maintenance) to keep the asset to working for the longest lifetime with the minimum 
cost value. Haider (2012) Has mentioned that the scope of asset management extends from the 
creating of the asset until its disposal. The asset management process must identify the objectives 
of the referred asset and keeping it works efficiently under various conditions, while managing the 
asset relationship with external factors and stakeholders.  
2.3.2 Asset life cycle 
Haider (2012) describes the asset life cycle and illustrates the different stages of an asset 
over time. These scenes consist of creating, commissioning, operation, maintenance and 
decommission. The final stage includes renewal or disposal of an asset; mainly it depends 
whenever if the asset is still required to the stakeholders or not. Schuman and Brent (2005) divide 
the life cycle into two primary phase Acquisition phase and Utilization phase. Acquisition phase 
starts from the creating an idea of the asset followed by the preliminary designs and later the 
construction of the proposed asset. In other hands, Utilization phase includes the maintenance of 
an asset during its process and the retirement of an asset at the end of its life cycle. Figure 2-3 





 Figure 2-3 Lifecycle of an asset (Blanchard and Fabrycky, 1998). 
2.3.3 Benefits of Asset Management. 
The asset management main advantage is to make the asset perform its required service with 
minimum maintenance cost. Infra Guide, (2005) defines that primary benefit of asset management 
is providing a transparent, managerial and cost efficient manners to the asset, which results in an 
accurate evaluation to the asset with saving a lot of unnecessary expenses. Infra Guide, (2005) has 
also mentioned some specified benefits which are described as follows: 
 Monitoring and measuring the performance of an asset is much easier. 
 Helps in avoiding problems, crashes and disasters.  
 Minimize the risk to the municipality. 
 Improve the communication with the public. 
 Better evaluation of asset regarding money. 
 Reduce asset life cycle costs. 
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 Improve the performance and service of the asset. 
 Choosing the best available scenario regarding resource allocation. 
 Increase the accuracy of financial strategies and planning. 
 More efficient in data collecting and management. 
2.4 Risk Management. 
It considers as one of the main principals of asset management, in which it identifies, 
analyzes and solves a potential hazard, threat or problem to an asset. ISO Guide 73 has defined the 
term risk as follows “Risk the chance of something happening (an event) that will have an impact 
on objectives.”  Hasting, (2000) has divided the risk into three main categories; “Hazard” 
explained as a source of potential harm or threat. “Consequence of failure” described as the 
outcome or the result of the risk occurring regarding loss, gain, disadvantages or injuries. 
“Likelihood” explained as the probability or rate of occurrence for an event or a risk. Risk can 
decompose into two main components: (i) Probability of failure and (ii) Consequence of failure as 
shown in Figure 2-4. The probability and consequence of failure analysis become more powerful 





Figure 2-4 Risk main features. 
2.4.1 Risk Management Process 
In GWRC report no 08/RG/05/25 divide the risk process into four main stages, the following 
paragraph describes the steps as follows: 
a) Setting a framework (Establishing a context) 
It is the first step of the risk management process, in which the methodology of the whole 
process is defined, and it ensures the risk management process is compatible with the overall asset 
system or business. Also, it describes the relationship between the risk process with the key 
elements of the asset system such as asset’s objectives, stakeholders, and main criteria. 
b) Identify risks. 
All types of risks that may affect the asset system are mentioned in this stage whatever if it is 
financial, utility or global risk. A detailed register must be created to define these risks and 
explaining the situation when the risks occurred. This will increase the awareness of the number 








from Hastings, 2000. Table 2-3 shows some types of different risk that may affect an irrigation 
system. It also gives the score of the hazard consequences regarding safety, cost, and environment. 
The risk rating is the total risk score for the danger; the risk rating is calculated differently from 
one facility to another by risk priority and effect. 
Table 2-2 An example for risk register adopted from Hastings 2000 
Risk Register Compiled by NAJH Date   
Title Irrigation system Revised by   Date   




Unable to supply water due 
to leak in rising main 
resulting None 2 1 5 5 1 24 
2 
Unable to supply water due 
to pipework seal failure. Inspect annually 2 2 3 3 2 20 
3 
Unable to supply water due 
to pump failure Routine maintenance 3 1 4 5 1 33 
4 Flooding of property. Operating procedures 1 3 2 2 2 9 
5 
Unable to supply treated 
water to town due to 
control failure. Communication link 1 3 3 3 5 14 
6 
Unable to supply water due 
to switchboard minor 
failure. None 1 1 2 5 1 9 
7 
Unable to supply water due 
to switchboard major 
failure. None 1 2 5 5 1 13 
 
c) Evaluation risks. 
After the whole risks are identified, the evaluation stage begins. The risks are divided into 
likelihood and consequences so they can be evaluated as a measurable value. The risk is then 





d) Treating risks. 
Various options and strategies are suggested to solve the risk or a problem. The optimum 
solution will be chosen with respect to the economic value of each solution. After the risk has been 
resolved, the asset will be monitored and tested, later the risk data are registered to increase the 
awareness of the same risk. The following figure 2-5 shows the relationship between the cause and 
consequence of risk-adopted from GWRC report no 08/RG/05/25. 
 
Figure 2-5 Relationship between cause and consequence of risk GWRC report no 08/RG/05/25. 
2.5 Criticality of Water Distribution Networks. 
Criticality is a part of the infrastructure management, an essential factor to rate and 
prioritize the maintenance and rehabilitation of the proposed infrastructure system. Criticality can 
be defined as the consequence of an asset failing to perform its intended function (Council 2006). 
To date, there is neither a standard nor a database to evaluate the criticality of infrastructure. 
Therefore, criticality is still a subjective matter and requires a lot of research and substantial 




2.5.1 Critical Assets 
The concept of critical assets has been developed to help the municipalities and managers 
to identify assets with high strategic importance. The critical assets usually have a high level of 
consequence regarding economic, political and social values if they have been damaged or didn’t 
execute their jobs probably (Infrastructure Asset Grading Guidelines, 1999). Infrastructure Asset 
Grading Guidelines (1999) propose another definition for critical assets, describing it as “an asset 
where failure would have significant consequences, either in the ability of a system to provide 
services to customers or failure effect on the environment”. In our current date, there are no specific 
rules or specifications for the determination of critical assets. It is a matter of technical studies and 
judgment to identify key assets, based on their level of risks and their consequence of failure value 
(Infrastructure Asset Grading Guidelines, 1999). Salman (2011) also define criticality as the failure 
impact of water pipelines when crashes occur. 
Water Supply Asset Management Plan (2012) defines critical assets as those with a high 
consequence of failure if they are damaged or they fail. The critical assets should be managed 
through regular maintenance and monitoring to ensure their probability of failure remain at a 
minimum level or an acceptable value. According to Hastings (2000), criticality is a term used in 
asset planning. This term refers to assets with potential production losses, safety or environmental 
effects when they fail. Criticality techniques serve municipalities in developing maintenance and 
contingency plans for the assets. 
2.5.2 Evaluation of Criticality 
As mentioned previously, there is no particular rule to identify critical assets. However, in 
real life, municipalities assign the critical assets with a high grade (e.g. 4 or 5) for the high 
consequence of failure, while the non-critical assets are graded as low (e.g. 1 or 2) for the profound 
consequence of failure. For example, a primary water supply pipe that serves a huge city with a 
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large number of customers and demands has a higher grade regarding criticality than a water 
supply pipe that serves a small village with a smaller number of clients. Therefore, the 
municipalities must keep the condition rating for critical assets above good shape to avoid any 
severe damage to the property by regular planned maintenance schedules. Conversely, the non-
critical assets may stay in a poor condition or even collapse before municipalities take a due action 
because these assets have a low consequence of failure when damaged and the priority is always 
given to the critical assets (Infrastructure Asset Grading Guidelines, 1999). 
2.5.3 Factors affecting criticality 
There are several factors affect the criticality of pipelines; these factors can be related to 
economic, environmental or social aspects. Water supply asset management plan, (2012)  has 
characterized five factors that affect the consequence of failure, and they are discussed as follows: 
1. Diameter: The size of pipeline 
2. Properties affected: How the surrounding building and properties are affected due to the 
consequence of failure 
3. Critical Customer: Such as governmental building, hospitals, and authorities buildings 
4. Land use zone: If the affected area is residential, commercial or industrial 
5. Proximity to key sites: How does the consequence failure of water pipeline will affect key 
sites such as highway or important road intersection 
Another clarification is made by Institute for water resources, 2013 for the criticality factors. It 
categorized the criticality into three main factors:  
1. Social Factor: How does the consequence of failure will affect the society regarding social 
aspect such as safety, third party losses, loss of service and damaging public image 
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2. Environmental factor: How does the consequence of failure affect the surroundings and 
nearby environment. 
3. Economic Factor: How much amount of money is lost due to the consequence of Failure. 
This cost can be generalized as direct and indirect cost. 
Miles et al. , 2007 stated that the environmental impacts, the size of the pipeline, the 
transportation impact and ease of repair are all important factors that affect criticality as shown 
in Figure 2-6. 
 





























The UMA,2007 developed a criticality model for city of Hamilton, the model categorized the 
criticality factors into four main factors and discussed as follow: 
1. Economic: Influence of water main’s failure in term of cost and resources 
a. Pipe Size: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional 
to its size, due to an increase in repair cost. 
b. Depth of Pipe: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly 
proportional to its size, due to an increase in repair cost. 
c. Material: The consequences of failure on the water main depend on its 
manufacturing material type. 
d. Low Accessibility: The consequences of failure on the water main depend on the 
ease of reaching the pipelines for repairing 
2. Operational: Influence of water main’s failure on operation service 
a. Critical Location: The consequences of failure consider to be huge if it is near a 
critical location such as a hospital 
b. Material: The consequences of failure on the water main depend on its 
manufacturing material type 
c. Pipe Size: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional 
to its size, due to an increase in repair cost. 
3. Social: Influence of water main’s failure on the society 
a. Road Type: The consequences of a failed water main depend on its road location 
due to public disruption. Pipes that are located under an expressway, highway, or 
major urban roads have large impacts in comparison to other roads. 
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b. No Diversion: The consequences of failure consider to be huge to the public when 
there is no alternative route 
c. Pipe Size: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional 
to its size, due to an increase of social impact. 
4. Environmental: Influence of water main’s failure on the environment. 
a. Water Body Proximity: Failure consequences of water main are gradually increased 
when it is located close to surface water, such as a lake or a river. 
b. Locality: The consequences of failure consider to be huge when it located to a 
sensitive location. 
c. Pipe Size: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional 
to its size, due to an increase of environment impact. 
2.6 Performance of Water Distribution Networks 
The term performance is explained as the capability of an asset to meet its clear objectives 
without any restrictions or errors (Infrastructure Asset Grading Guidelines, 1999). Pipe failure is 
part of the deterioration process. However, failure does not happen at once but numerous factors 
can affect the deterioration process of the pipes through time (Misiunas 2008). Figure 2-7 describes 
the pipe failure development over a specific period of time. The illustration below shows two 
critical stages during the deterioration process. The first is a partial failure stage, caused by a leak 
or burst; in this stage, however, the pipe still functions. The second stage is a complete failure, 
when the pipe cannot perform its services and thus, repair or replacement is needed to rectify the 
failure (Misiunas 2008). Makar and Kleiner (2000) have mentioned that pipes deteriorate as time 
passes. However, the deterioration rate depends on several factors such as the pipe’s material, its 





Figure 2-7 Pipe failure development adopted from Misiunas (2008) 
 
 
2.6.1 Factors affecting water distribution networks 
Several factors can affect the deterioration process of water distribution networks. 
Kleiner and Rajani (2001) have divided these factors into three broad categories, operational, 
environmental and physical. Also, they have reported that the buried pipes can be subjected to 
other loads and factors such as climate condition, soil shrinkage behavior, and the traffic loads. 
Figure 2-8 shows a cross section of a pipeline subjected to various types of loads adopted from 




Figure 2-8 Pipe deterioration factors adopted from (O’Day et al.1986). 
Kleiner and Rajani (2002) have classified water main deterioration factors into three types: 
1. Static factors: They are elements that remain constant as time passes. These factors include 
pipe material, backfilling type and installation method 
2. Dynamic factors: They are factors that are related to the pipe surrounding and environment. 
These factors include age, soil properties, dynamic loading and climate conditions. 
3. Operational factors: They are the elements that describe the operation status of the pipes. 
Such as maintenance rate and protection method. 
Walski and Male, (2000) have reported that the pipe breaks are caused by several defects. Failure 
of the pipeline can result from one factor or by interacting of several defects combined. The 
succeeding section describes the defects as follow: 
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1. Corrosion: The corrosion considers one of the primary defects that causes pipe breaks. This 
is due to unprotect external wall, and the inner wall is not lined well. 
2. External loads: These external loads can be characterized into three categories 
a.  Loads during excavation. 
b. Loads during installation and backfilling. 
c. Changes in the surface loads  
3. Poor Tapping: Pipe tapping could weaken the pipe and causes a break. Manufacture’s 
manuals should be followed because some pipes only can be with specific materials such 
as tapping saddles. 
4. Pressure-Relate Breaks: This is caused due to the pipe cannot withstand the internal 
pressure of water inside it. 
Another classification is made by Best Practices (2003b) divides the primary water deterioration 
into three group as shown in Table 2-3. 
1. Physical factors: They are the physical characteristic of the pipeline such as pipe material, 
Pipe age, pipe thickness, pipe diameter, types of joints, thrust restraint, Pipelining and 
coating, dissimilar metals, pipe vintage and manufacturing process. 
2. Environmental factors: They are the factors caused by the effect of environment or 
surrounding in which the pipe is placed. Such as soil type, soil moisture, pipe location in 
the road, trench backfill material, pipe bedding, underground disturbances, stray electric 
currents, seismic activity, and installation practices climate condition, ground water. 
3. Operational factors: They are the operational conditions in which the pipe execute its 
services, such as water pressure, flow velocity, leakage, backflow potential and operational 
and maintenance practices.  
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2.6.2 Determination of water distribution system deterioration 
Best Practices (2003b) explains that degradation of water distribution system become noticeable 
through one or more of the following effects: 
1. Reduction of water quality: The main reason for this factor is internal corrosion of 
pipeline, due to the corrosion components dissolved in the water. 
2. Reduce hydraulic capacity: This event happened due to the internal corrosion, the 
diameter of the pipeline is decreased due to the internal corrosion 
3. High leakage rate: Due to several corrosion holes in the pipeline. 
4. Frequent number of breaks: The breaks can happen due to several factors such as 
corrosion, poor installation, external loads and operating condition. 
Most of the municipalities monitor the state of the pipeline by various methods and 
techniques (such as CCTV system) to avoid the condition of the pipeline to decrease below the 
proper status and to reduce complaints from the consumers. 
2.6.3 Condition and performance of water distribution system 
The asset condition shows the status asset regarding physical aspect, for example if the 
pipe is rusted or damaged from the surrounding effects. However, these effects may or may not 
affect the performance of the asset. The performance (as it is mentioned previously) is the ability 
to execute the asset service or function without any errors or receiving any complaints from the 





2.7 Performance Index 
 El Chanati (2014) has developed a performance index of water distribution networks by 
integrating its components, i.e. pipelines and accessories. This performance index is categorized 
into three main factors with each of the main factors divided into sub-factors. The main factors are 
identified as physical, environmental and operational as shown in the hierarchy diagram in Figure 
2-9. 
 


























Table 2-3 Deterioration factors affecting water systems (adopted from best practices, 2003b) 
Factor Explanation 
Physical   
Pipe material  Pipes made from different materials fail in different ways 
Pipe wall thickness  Corrosion will penetrate thinner walled pipe more quickly 
Pipe age  Effects of pipe degradation become more apparent over time 
Pipe vintage 
Pipes made at a particular time and place may be more vulnerable to 
failure 
Pipe diameter Small diameter pipes are more susceptible to beam failure 
Type of joints 
Some types of joints have experienced premature failure e.g., leadite 
joints.  
Thrust restraint Inadequate restraint can increase longitudinal stresses 
Pipelining and coating Lined and coated pipes are less susceptible to corrosion 
Dissimilar metals Dissimilar metals are susceptible to galvanic corrosion 
Pipe installation 
Poor installation practices can damage pipes, making them vulnerable to 
failure 
Pipe manufacturer 
Defects in pipe walls produced by manufacturing errors can make pipes 
vulnerable to failure. This problem is most common in older pit cast pipes. 
Environmental   
Pipe bedding Improper bedding may result in premature pipe failure 
Trench backfill Some backfill materials are corrosive or frost susceptible 
Soil type 
Some soils are corrosive; some soils experience significant volume changes 
in response to moisture changes, resulting in changes to pipe loading. 
Presence of hydrocarbons and solvents in soil may result in some pipe 
deterioration. 
Groundwater Some groundwater is aggressive toward certain pipe materials 
Climate 
Climate influences frost penetration and soil moisture. Permafrost must 
be considered in the North. 
Pipe location Migration of road salt into soil can increase the rate of corrosion 
Disturbances 
Underground disturbances in the immediate vicinity of an existing pipe 
can lead to actual damage or changes in the support and loading structure 
on the pipe 
Stray electrical currents Stray currents cause electrolytic corrosion 
Seismic activity Seismic activity can increase stresses on pipe and cause pressure surges 
Operational   
Internal water pressure, 
transient pressure 
Changes to internal water pressure will change stresses acting on the pipe 
Leakage Leakage erodes pipe bedding and increases soil moisture in the pipe zone 
Water quality Some water is aggressive, promoting corrosion 
Flow velocity Rate of internal corrosion is greater in unlined dead-ended mains 
Backflow Potential 
Cross-connections with systems that do not contain potable water can 
contaminate water distribution system 
Operation and maintenance 
practices 




In El Chanati (2014), the Fuzzy Analytical Network Process (FANP) method is used to 
determine the relative weight of each subfactor. These weights are used along with their effect 
values to assess the performance index of the water distribution networks. Table 2-6 shows the 
weights and the effect values of the performance main and sub-factors. According to Table 2-4, 
each of the performance main factors is divided into several alternatives to estimate the 
performance of the pipeline. The total performance score varies from “0” to “10”, where “0” and 
“10” indicate the pipeline is at its highest and lowest performance respectively. When the total 
performance score is “10”, immediate action is required. 
 
2.8 Paprika Technique 
Paprika stands for “potentially all pairwise rankings of all possible alternatives”, a new 
method developed by Paul Hansen and Franz Ombler. It is a multi-criteria decision making method 
(MCDM), where the decision maker executes a pairwise ranking of all undominated pairs of all 
possible alternatives represented by the model. Paprika is used to determine the point values for 
additive multi-attribute value models with performance criteria. Each criterion is defined in several 
categories and the pairwise comparison is run between these categories to epitomize the relative 
status of each criterion with the other. The categories are later ranked to enable the decision maker 
to prioritize the proposed alternatives (Hansen and Ombler 2008). 
Due to the comparison of categories, pairs will be induced. The pair will at least contain 
one category from each criterion. In their comparison, if one of them contains a higher category 
value in the first criterion, the other pair contains a higher category value in the second criterion. 
Then, this pair can be defined as undominated. In contrast, the dominated pairs are naturally ranked 
because  one  pair  has  at  least  a  higher  category  value  in  one  criterion  while  other  
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30-50 8.00 0.6601 
15-30 5.00 0.4126 
5-15 3.00 0.2476 
 <5 0.00 0.0000 








(200-350) 4.00 0.3107 
Large Size>350 0.00 0.0000 




Concrete 3.00 0.3701 
Asbestos 4.00 0.4935 
Ductile 3.00 0.3701 







Fair 4.00 0.5104 
















Moderate depth 5.00 0.4776 










Moderate 5.00 0.4959 
Non-Aggressive 0.00 0.0000 




Seal 4.00 0.2329 
Foot Path 4.00 0.2329 


















101) 4.00 0.4502 







Medium 5.00 0.6319 
Low 0.00 0.0000 
Water Quality 






Medium 5.00 0.4850 





categories of criteria are either of the same rank or lower than that of the intended. The decision 
maker begins to rank the undominated pairs until all the undominated pairs are ranked. Also, in 
the paprika process, some pairs are eliminated due to the transitivity property of additive value 
models, saving the decision maker plenty of time for (Hansen and Ombler 2008). Table 2-5 shows 
an example for a pairwise comparison between two categories adopted from Hansen and Ombler 
(2008). It shows a pairwise comparison of three criteria and two categories. The dominated pairs 
is illustrated as “^”. The undominated pairs is attached with italic numbers for identifications, while 
the shaded parts are the duplicate pairs. “a”, “b” and “c” represent the different categories of 
alternatives. The combination of two categories represents the second level, while the combination 
of three categories represents the third level. 
Table 2-5 Pairwise comparison between two categories adopted from Hansen and Ombler (2008) 
Alternatives 222 221 212 122 112 121 211 111 
222   ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
221     
(i) b2 + c1 
vs 
b1 + c2 
(ii) a2 + c1 
vs 
a1 + c2 
(iv) a2 + b2 + 
c1 
vs 
a1 + b1 + c2 
^ ^ ^ 
212       
(iii) a2 + 
b1 
vs 
a1 + b1 
^ 
(v) a2 + b1 + 
c2 
vs 
a1 + b2 + c1 
^ ^ 
122         ^ ^ 
(vi) a1 + b2 + 
c2 
vs 
a2 + b1 + c1 
^ 
112           
b1 + c2 
vs 
b2 + c1 
a1 + c2 
vs 
a2 + c1 
^ 
121             
a1 + b2 
vs 
a2 + b1 
^ 
211               ^ 




The following equation, N(n,y,z), gives the total number of undominated pairs of degree z 
(z=2,3,.. n) that includes all the replicas. U(n,y,z) symbolizes the number of these pairs of degree 
z that are unique – excluding replicas (Hansen and Ombler 2008).  
N(n,y,z)=nCz ( 2
z-1 -1)(yC2)




Where n is the number of criteria, y is the number of categories and z is the level of degree. nCz is 
the number of combinations of the n criteria taken z at a time and yC2 is the number of combinations 
of the y categories for each criterion taken two at a time (Hansen and Ombler 2008). Table 2-5 
shows some undominated pairs for a range of value models adopted from Hansen and Ombler 
(2008). In Table 2-5, three criteria are used for illustration and each criterion is divided into three 
categories. 
 
2.9 Swing Technique 
Swing is a weighting technique (von Winterfeldt, D., Edwards 1986) that can judge the 
criteria in a series of driven questions. The decision maker assumes the best and worst hypothetical 
alternative for each criterion and makes a comparison between them (Balasubramaniam et al. 
2007). The first step in the Swing method is to rank the value of each category in each criterion 
from 0 to 1, where 0 and 1 refer to the worst and the best decisions respectively. The next step is 
to arrange your alternatives in a table. The alternatives are inserted in each column and row. A 
dummy alternative “Benchmark” is added to the first row, containing the worst criterion of each 
category. The highest category of each alternative is included in the alternative’s intersection of 
row and column. The remaining table is filled as the lowest category of each alternative. The 
decision maker ranks the rows from 0 to 100 and, as the first step, 0 is referred to the lowest score 
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while 100 is referred to the highest. In this case, the benchmark always equals to 0 because it 
contains the worst category of each criterion. Next is to normalize all the scores to the relevant 
alternative for obtaining the weight of each factor. Finally, after obtaining the weights, you 
multiply them by the category value of the first step for achieving the total score for each criterion 
(Clemen, Robert T., and Terence Reilly 2001). 
 
2.10 Previous Research Work and Models 
Researchers have tried so far to develop a criticality model to rate the water distribution 
network. Wauthier et al. (2013) from Colorado State University have developed an equation to 
clarify the risk in the water system. The following formula explains the risk: 
Risk  =  Probability of Failure x Consequences of Failure. 
This equation consists of two parts: 
1- The probability of failure (failure likelihood index) 
2- Consequence of failure (criticality index) 
The probability of failure is divided into three main factors, age, the number of breaks and service 
conditions. The age factor indicates the pipe’s installation date, the number of breaks indicates the 
amount of breaks occurring to the pipeline at a particular time and service conditions indicates the 
degree of threat by other services such as traffic load and soil conditions affecting the pipeline. 
Out of these factors, the following equation is induced to calculate the probability of failure: 
Total likelihood index =W1* Wa + W2* Wb + W3*Ws ……………………………………[2-3] 
Where,  
W1, W2 and W3 are the weight of each primary factor. 
Wa = Likelihood of age  
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Wb = Likelihood of breaks 
Ws= Likelihood of services 
The decision maker assigns the weight of each factor in such a way that the total weight 
always equals 1. The main factors are divided into several attributes and ranked by the decision 
maker from 0 to 1, where 0 is at the lowest and 1 is at the highest risk. Table1 represents the age 
factor with different values to be ranked by the decision making expert (Wauthier et al. 2013). 
The Consequence of failure is divided into three main parameters: Size, location and the cost of 
repair. The size parameter is defined as the potential flooding and the water amount that is lost if 
the pipeline breaks. Location parameter is defined as how critical the locality is, i.e. if the site is 
near a critical facility such as hospitals, governmental buildings, etc. or near a traffic-congested 
location such as downtown areas, highways, etc. The repair costs is the total cost for repairing the 
pipe itself and fixing damages caused by water flooding. Those costs are affected by several 
attributes such the pipe size, its accessibility, the number of people and the facilities affected by 
the flooding and the absence of water during the break. From these factors, the following equation 
is induced to describe the consequence of failure (Wauthier et al. 2013): 
Total consequence of failure = W1 * Wcs + W2 * Wcl + W3 * Wcc………………………[2-4] 
Where,  
Wcs = Consequence size  
Wcl = Consequence location 
Wcc= Consequence cost of repair 
As it is stated in the preceding section, W1, W2, and W3 indicate the weight of each 
parameter and the decision maker has to weight each and also to rank the attribute of each of them 
(Wauthier et al. 2013). Piratla and Ariaratnam (2011) have developed a relative criticality index 
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(RCI), derived from the sum reliability effects, break repair cost and break repair energy 
consumption of the water distribution network (Piratla and Ariaratnam 2011). The following 
equation explains how the relative criticality index has been developed.  
RCIj=Rj(x)+Cj(x)+Ej(x)…………………................................................................................[2-5] 
Where,  
x = water distribution system considered in the problem 
RCIj= Relative criticality index of the pipeline 
Rj(x)= reliability component, unavailability contribution toward the criticality for pipe type j 
Cj(x) = cost function contributing toward the criticality for pipe type j 
Ej(x) = energy function contributing toward the criticality for pipe type j 
Reliability is defined as the probability of an individual element in an infrastructure system 
to perform its function in a given duration; in other words, it is the ability for non-failure or 
breakdown (Murray and Grubesic 2007). The cost functions can be defined as the cost of repairing 
the pipeline over a particular distance. Several models and techniques can be used to evaluate the 
repair costs and, due the scientific development of dynamic programming, simulation and genetic 
algorithms are implemented to produce the optimum solution (Piratla and Ariaratnam 2011). 
Kleiner and Rajani (2001) develop a statistical model to calculate the failure cost, while these 
methods are divided into deterministic and probabilistic models. Shahata and Zayed (2008) use a 
simulation called Monte Carleo to create a stochastic life-cost cycle model (SLCC) to make a 
comparison with the rehabilitation technique and produce the optimum solution. The Energy 
function is defined as the amount of energy required to fix a pipeline breakage. Water distribution 
systems are always under pressure and it is has been informed that 90 percent of the total energy 
cost for some facilities is mainly used for the pumping costs (Lansey et al. 1992). Filion et al. 
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(2004) develop a model to calculate the amount of energy consumed for repairing a break, by 
predicting the energy life cycle analysis of a network. Figure 2-10 illustrates the contribution of 
various pipes’ materials towards criticality based on a case study in downtown Phoenix City, 
Arizona, adopted from Piratla and Ariaratnam (2011). 
 
Figure 2-10 Contribution of various pipes towards criticality, adopted from Piratla and Ariaratnam (2011). 
Salman (2011) develops a criticality model based on the critical factors of the city of 
Hamilton (UMA 2007). In this model, he categorizes the city according to the conditions of the 
land used, i.e. high density of the area and whether it is commercial, industrial or residential. In 
the next step, he implants AHP technique (Analytical Hierarchy Process) to determine the weight 
of critical factors and develops the following equation: 




CIpipe: Criticality index of a pipe  
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Wij: Weight of a critical factor 
Ii: Score of a critical factor  
n: total category number  
m: total factor number in each category 
Rahman et al. (2014) develop a condition-based risk assessment model (RF) by the determination 
of the probability of failure (PF) with its degree of impact (DI) for each individual pipe segment 
as shown in the following equation: 
RF = PF X DI ……………………………………………………………...............................[2-7] 
Where, 
RF = Risk of failure 
PF = Probability of failure 
DI = Degree of impact 
The PF score is computed through the remaining life of each pipe; this score is affected by 
the pipe’s installation date, the pipe’s material type and the previous number of failure, such as the 
number of breaks, over the past years. Equation 2-8 illustrates the calculation of (RUL) remaining 
useful of pipe in years. 
RUL= (ASL-Age) x Padj…………………………………………………………………….…[2-8] 
Where, 
ASL= Anticipated service life of pipe in years 
Age = Current pipe age from date of installation 
Padj = Break history adjustment factors. 
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Table 2-6 illustrates different types of materials used in the manufacture of pipelines. The mean 
value for each type is taken as the ASL value. Table 2-7 explains the determination of break history 
adjustment factor. 
Table 2-6 Pipe material and anticipated service life, adopted from Rahman et al. (2014) 
Pipe Material 
Manufacturer's Service Life 
(yrs) 
ASL (yrs) 
Cast Iron (CI) 50-100 75 
Ductile Iron (DI) 75-125 100 
Galvanized Iron (GI) 40-60 50 




Composite (COMP) 50 -150 50 
Asbestos Cement (ACP) 75-125 100 
 
Table 2-7 Break history adjustment factor adopted from Rahman et al. (2014) 











Table 2-8 Probability of failure score (PF) adopted from Rahman et al. (2014) 
 
  Once the RUL of the pipe is determined, PF value is identified by matching its value with 
the RUL as shown in Table 2-8. The second part of the condition-based risk assessment model is 
the identification of the degree of impact (DI). The DI score varies based on different criteria, but 
Table 2-9 explains the most important criteria with their relative score. By identifying the two 
principles of the risk model (RF), the RF is calculated as per equation 2-5. Later, it is matched to 
the 4-level risk scale to determine the total risk of failure for the referred pipe as shown in Table 
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Table 2-10 Risk scale for ranges of RF scores, adopted from Rahman et al. (2014) 
RF Score Color Failure Risk Level 
≤ 20 Blue Very Low 
21 - 70 Green Low 
71 - 150 Orange Medium 




2.11 Summary and Limitations of Previous Work 
This literature review explains the water supply system, including the different types of 
pipelines, the pipelines’ construction material and the liable risks for the pipelines. It also defines 
asset, risk management and how their principles influence the infrastructure system. Several 
factors affect the water distribution networks. These factors are grouped into two broad 
classifications: Criticality and Performance factors. Many researchers so far have identified the 
performance or the condition of pipelines. However, not a lot of research is allocated so far to the 
criticality of water distribution. Therefore, this topic is worth more consideration and research 
efforts; criticality is a subjective matter and to date, no general standard or database has evaluated 
it. As another limitation of the previous models, they mostly define criticality as a consequence of 
failure; in this project instead, it is defined as the asset’s consequence of failure to perform its 
function, with the strategic importance of the referred asset, divided into economic, 
environmental/operational and social aspects. 
This study aims to develop a priority assessment model based on the performance and 
criticality of water pipelines. Three main groups of factors, affecting the criticality of the water 
distribution network, are identified as follows: (i) Economic, (ii) environmental/operational and 
(iii) social. The economic factor is defined as the influence of failure on monetary resources and 
assets, e.g. pipeline diameter, pipeline depth, material and land use. Environmental/operational 
factors are described as the influence of failure on the environment and operational ability, e.g. 
operating pressure, water body proximity, buried assets proximity and soil type. The social factor 
is defined as the influence of failure on society, e.g. alternative routes, daily traffic, road types and 
nearby facilities.  
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“PAPRIKA and SWING” methods are the weighting techniques used to determine the 
weights of each criticality sub-factor. After identifying all the weights, they are inserted in the 
criticality model to estimate the criticality index. The criticality index is combined with the 
performance index to induce the priority index. The priority index serves municipalities as a 

























This section explains the objective and methodology of criticality model. Figure 3-1 shows 
the model development flow chart. The model consists of consecutive steps, i.e. literature review 
to identify the criticality factors, data collection, Paprika and Swing implementation to determine 
the weights of each factor, sensitivity analysis of the factors, criticality and priority index 
development and conclusion and recommendation. 
 
3.2 Literature Review 
Literature review is discussed thoroughly in Chapter Two. A summary of what is discussed 
is as follows: Section 2-2 provides a definition of water supply distribution networks, covering the 
components, types and the pipeline material used in the water main systems. Section 2-3 gives an 
overview of asset management. Section 2-4 is on risk management and its process. Section 2-5 
discusses the criticality of pipelines. It describes the critical term assets and explains the important 
factors affecting the criticality of water distribution network. Section 2-6 defines the performance 
of water distribution networks and the deterioration factors that affect the condition of water 
pipelines. Section 2-7 illustrates El Chanati performance factors and performance index. Section 
2-8 and Section 2-9 explain the Paprika and Swing methods respectively. These methods are used 
in the development of criticality models, to determine the weight of the criticality factors of water 
distribution networks. Section 2-10 provides an overview of previous research on the evaluation 
of water disruption networks. 
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                    Figure 3-1 Research flow chart. 
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3.3 Factors Identification 
Section 2-5 discusses an extensive overview of all criticality factors that affect the water 
distribution networks. Based on these factors, expert’s opinions and Salman (2011) model a new 
criticality factor has been developed. The newly developed criticality factors are categorized into 
three main factors as it is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The main factors are economic, 
environmental/operational and social factors.  
 
Figure 3-2 Criticality factors of water distribution networks. 
Table 3-2 explains the description of criticality subfactors and their respective attribute values. 
Each main factor is divided into four subfactors which is allisturated in the following paragraph; 
The economic factor includes pipeline diameter, pipeline depth, material and land use. 
 Pipeline Diameter: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional 
to its size, due to an increase in repair cost. The pipline diameter can be identified from 
large to small. 
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 Pipeline Depth: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly proportional to 
its depth, due to an increase in repair cost. The pipeline depth is identified from deep to 
shallow. 
 Material: Repair cost of water main depends on its type of manufacturing material. The 
pipeline can be manufactured from different materials, such as concrete, iron, PVC,…etc. 
 Land Use: Without proper consideration towards various land uses during a pipeline repair, 
municipalities could suffer financial losses, project delays, and interruptions in daily 
operations. The land use can be classified as residential, industrial/commercial and high 
density area. 
 The environmental / operational factors include operating pressure, water body proximity, buried 
assets proximity, and soil type. 
 Operating Pressure: The consequences of failure on the water main are directly 
proportional to its pressure. The pipeline pressure can be evaluated from high to low 
pressure. 
 Water Body Proximity: Failure consequences of water main are gradually increased when 
it is located close to surface water, such as a lake or a river. The failure may cause sediment 
transport. This process will affect the nearby foundations and the beds of the canals. 
 Buried Assets Proximity: Pipelines close to buried infrastructure (e.g. gas pipelines, 
electric cables) are more prone to failure thus are highly critical. 
 Soil Type: Pipelines surrounded to high permeability soil, or lower density soil will cause 
more damages rather than other types of soil. Soil can be formed from different materials 




The social factor involves the existence of alternative route, Average daily traffic, road type and 
nearby facility.  
 Existence of Alternative Route: Failure consequences of water main are considered huge 
due to public disruption when it has no alternative. 
 Average Daily Traffic: A pipe repair operation may have detrimental effects on busy 
routes, which would cause indefinite delays for commuters and businesses. The average 
daily traffic can be evaluated from high to low value. 
 Road Type: The consequences of a failed water main depend on its road location due to 
public disruption. Pipes that are located under an expressway, highway, or major urban 
roads have large impacts in comparison to other roads. The road type is classified into rural, 
urban and interstate areas. 
 Nearby Facilities: Failure consequences of water main are considered huge when it is 
located near a critical location, such as a hospital, governmental building…etc. 
After identifying all criticality factors that affect water distribution networks, a questionnaire is 
made to determine the degree of importance for each subfactor and their relationship to its main 








 Table 3-1 Criticality subfactors description. 
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3.4 Model Development 
Upon the collection of questionnaires, the expert opinion is analyzed and incorporated into 
the multiple criteria methods to estimate the weight of each criticality factor and its subfactors. 
The following articles explain the analysis of the two approaches: 
3.2.1 Paprika Method and the 1000Minds Software 
For a small number of criteria, it is very easy to make a pairwise comparison while it is 
difficult to solve the pairwise comparison for a large number of criteria.  Franz Omber and Paul 
Hansen (2008) address this issue by developing a decision-making software named “1000 Minds”. 
1000Minds ranks, prioritizes and compares alternatives in such a way that the criteria for each 
option are compared against others in a simultaneous method (1000Minds Software). 
To use the software, the category in each criterion is first arranged based on the decision maker’s 
opinion from the lowest to the highest rank. In this research, the criteria are the main criticality 
factors while the categories are the subfactors. Figure 3-3 shows the criteria view in 1000Minds. 





Figure 3-3 Criteria view in 1000Minds Software adopted from 1000Minds Software 
   
After the ranking process is completed, the decision maker proceeds to the decision phase. 
In this phase, two categories from a different criterion are integrated to the left-hand side (L.H.S) 
and another two categories from a different criterion are integrated to the right-hand side (R.H.S), 




Figure 3-4 Decision phase in 1000Minds Software adopted from 1000Minds Software 
 The decision maker has to choose between the right-hand side and the left-hand side or to 
choose that both criteria on both sides are equal in his point of view. When the decision is applied, 
the program jumps to another decision with different categories until all the undominated pairs in 
each level of the model are finished. As its main advantage, 1000Minds program saves the decision 
maker a lot of time by calculating itself the dominate and replicas criteria after each decision is 
made. After running the program for the full criteria, the weights are developed and the main 
factors are ranked in accordance with criticality. Also, another advantage of using the 1000Minds 
Software is the verity of the output data. Figure 3.5 shows a radar chart and criterion value function 
chart for an output example of the 1000Minds Software. As shown in this figure, the physical 





Figure 3-5 Radar and criterion value function charts adopted from 1000Minds Software 
 
The 1000Minds outputs the weight of each alternative in a normalized criterion table. Table 
3-2 shows the normalized criterion weights and single criterion scores of a provide example run 
by 1000 minds software. In Table 3-2, the physical factors are the dominant factors among the 
other criticality main factors and “Water Main Age” has the highest influence on criticality among 














(sum to 1) score (0-100) 
Physical Factors 0.484 
Water Mains Material 0 
Water Main Size 26.7 
Installation Quality 93.3 




Soil Type 0 
Location 28.6 
Ground Water 100 
Operational Factors 0.29 
C-Factor 0 
Water Quality 66.7 
Leakage Rate 100 
 
3.2.2 Swing Method 
Similar the first step in Paprika, the decision maker has to rank the categories from each 
criterion from 0 to 1. The most and the least favorable categories receive 1 and 0 respectively. The 
next step is to construct the Swing table and insert the main factors and subfactors of water 
criticality in it according to Section 2-5.  Table 3-3 illustrates the criticality factors entering a 





Table 3-3 Criticality factors inserted into the Swing table 
 Economic Environmental Social Rank Value Score/100 weight 
Benchmark Pipeline Depth Water Body Proximity Daily Traffic 4 19 0.00 0.00 
Economic Pipeline Diameter Water Body Proximity Daily Traffic 3 27 11.76 0.07 
Environmental Pipeline Depth Operating Pressure Daily Traffic 2 59 58.82 0.34 
Social Pipeline Depth Water Body Proximity Road Type 1 87 100.00 0.59 
 Total Value     170.58 1.00 
 
In the Swing technique, a benchmark row is inserted into the table, containing the lowest 
attribute value in each main factor, as shown in Table 3-3. The decision maker once again ranks 
each row from 0 to 100, where 0 indicates the least important while 100 indicates the most 
important combination of categories. Each row is then evaluated and normalized to determine the 
weight of each criterion.  
3.5 Developing the Criticality Index 
According to Keeney and Raiffa (1976), multi-attribute value analysis generates an overall 
value for each alternative. This total value is obtained by the summation weight of each attribute 
multiplied by its attribute value (Pöyhönen and Hämäläinen 2001). Formula 3-1 shows the full 
value of V(x): 
V(x) = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 𝑉𝑖(𝑥𝑖)  𝑛1 ………………………………………………………………………... [3-1] 
Where  
xi : The consequence of an alternative x for attribute i (i=1,…n) 
Vi : The value of the consequence  
Wi : The weight of the attribute i 
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The weight of each criticality subfactors was estimated in Chapter Two and the effect value 
of each subfactor is obtained from the expert opinion in Chapter Four. 
To calculate the criticality index, a model is developed based on the previous multi-attribute 
equation and Salman (2011) criticality equation. The criticality index formula 3-2 is illustrated as 
follows: 
CIpipe = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 𝑥 𝐸𝑖  𝑛1 ……………………………………………………………………….… [3-2] 
Where, 
CIpipe: Criticality index of a pipe  
n: Total number of subfactors.  
Wi: Weight of each subfactor 
Ei: Effect value for each attribute of subfactors 
The criticality index represents the criticality of water pipelines on an area-specific basis. 
The criticality index value is assessed from 0 to 10, where 10 and 0 indicate the highest and the 
lowest criticality respectively. 
3.6 Criticality Index Scale 
Upon knowing the pipeline criticality index, it is important to develop a scale to rank the 
proposed location according to criticality and to identify the failure consequence magnitude. 
Currently, a few research have developed a scale for water asset criticality. Strategic asset 
management of Sydney water (2010) developed a new severity scale illustrated in Table 3-4. This 
scale is divided into five main levels: Catastrophic, Critical, Moderate, Marginal and Minor. Each 
of these levels describes the actual status of the asset. The failure consequence is also identified in 
Table 3-4, where the total production loss, the effect of consequence on people and the total 
influence on the enterprise or plant are identified. 
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  The newly developed criticality has five zones, each describing the criticality of the 
surroundings and the failure consequence if it occurs. The zones are scaled and ranged from 0 to 
10, where 0 and 10 indicate the situations with the highest and the lowest criticality respectively, 






Table 3-5 Proposed criticality index scale 
Scale Category 
      Criticality                   
“Consequence of failure.” 
0-3 Non-Critical 
Very low damages to the surrounding if 
asset fails, very low maintenance priority.  
3-5 Fair 
Low damages to the surrounding if asset 
fails, low maintenance priority. 
5-7 Moderate 
Moderate damages to the surrounding if 
asset fails, medium maintenance priority. 
7-9 Critical 
High damages to the surrounding if asset 
fails, high maintenance priority. 
9-10 Very Critical 
Catastrophic effect happened if asset 
fails, immediate maintenance priority 
 
3.7 Performance Rating Scale 
Infrastructure Asset Grading Guidelines (1999) develop a grade performance scale for 
water pipes, as shown in Table 3-6. The scale is ranged from 0 to 5, where grade 0 means the 
pipe’s performance is very good, with no evidence of defects or problems. However, grade 5 means 











Smooth bored mains, not subject to degradation with sound factory applied 
linings; no measurable deterioration in the pipe bore; no performance problems. 
2 
Good 
As grade 1 but with loose deposits noticeable under abnormal flow 
conditions or slight deterioration of internal bore but with no significant 
reduction in cross sectional area; occasional flushing and/or scouring required to 
maintain adequate water quality, but with no significant effect on performance. 
3 
Moderate 
Some problems with loose deposits or deterioration of linings or water quality 
(resulting from the pipework system configuration or pipe wall deposits) leading 
to occasional complaints or inadequate design capacity for occasional peak 




Frequent problems with loose deposits or deterioration of linings or water 
quality (resulting from the pipework system configuration or pipe wall deposits) 
leading to regular complaints or inadequate design capacity for regular peak 




Severe problems with deposits, deterioration of linings or water quality resulting 
from the pipework system configuration or pipe wall deposits. Water quality 
cannot be assured or inadequate design capacity for average flows or significant 
deterioration of internal bore. 
 
Al Barqawi (2006) has developed a new condition scale for water networks to identify the 
pipelines’ status and condition. The scale is between 0 and 10, indicating the conditions of 
“excellent” to “critical” respectively, as shown in Table 3-7. This scale can serve municipalities to 










9-10 Excellent New or recently installed 
8-9 Very Good 
No signs of corrosion or deterioration. Pipe wall thickness is even. BR 
≤ 0.05 
6-8 Good 
Coatings, lining still intact. Remaining wall thickness more than 90% 
of original 
4-6 Moderate 
Some damage to the coating and/or linings noted. Remaining wall 
thickness 75% or more of original 
3-4 Poor 
No lining or coating. Significant signs of internal or external corrosion. 
Remaining wall thickness 50% to 75% of original 
<3 Critical 
Severe internal or external corrosion. Remaining wall thickness less 
than 50% of original. BR>3 
 
By studying the previous tables, a new performance scale is developed to establish the 
priority index and priority matrix. As shown in Table 3-8, the newly developed performance scale 
has five zones and each zone describes the pipe’s performance. The performance scale ranges from 
0 to 10, where 0 indicates the pipeline is in a perfect condition while 10 indicates the pipeline is in 







Table 3-8 Proposed performance index scale 
Scale Category Performance of the pipe 
0-1 Excellent 
The pipe can execute its function without any 
defects. 
1-3 Good 
The performance of the pipe is good with minor 
leakages. 
3-5 Moderate 
Average performance of the pipe with occurrence 
of some problems and complaints. Maintenance is 
required to increase the efficiency of the pipe. 
5-7 Poor 
Frequently problems occur to the pipe and its 
workability is low. Urgent maintenance is required 
to assume the pipe workability. 
7-10 Severe 
The pipe’s functionality is unacceptable, immediate 
maintenance or replacement of the pipe is required 
 
3.8 Priority Index and Matrix 
The main purpose of prioritization is to identify where to assign the available resources in a 
damaged system for the most beneficial results. These resource can be explained as inspection, 
maintenance and rehabilitation process to the referred system (Nesbit 2007).  To prioritize the 
available resources, there are a number of steps to follow, adopted from Nesbit (2007), as shown 
in Figure 3-6: 
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1. Identifying the criticality and performance factors: To understand all the factors that affect 
criticality and performance of water distribution networks. Sections 2-5 and 2-6 explain 
the indicated factors respectively. 
2. Data collection: To study the actual status of water distribution network, e.g. the pipe’s 
age, the network’s location, material type, etc. 
3. Calculating the criticality and performance indexes: To estimate the criticality and 
performance indexes of the pipeline. 
4. Developing the priority index: When the main components of priority index are calculated, 




Figure 3-6 Prioritization process (Nesbit 2007) 
 
 











The priority index can be estimated by using the equation 3-3: 
P(i) = (Cri + Poi) / 2………………………………………………………………………... [3-3] 
where, 
P(i)= priority index of water pipe 
Cri= criticality index of water pipe 
Poi= performance index of water pipe 
The priority index can be evaluated through utilizing the proposed priority scale or by 
illustration in a priority matrix similar to the risk matrix concept. Figure 3-7 shows the proposed 
priority scale, from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating the lowest priority and 10 indicating the highest 
priority when an immediate action is required to decrease the referred asset priority to an 













Figure 3-7 Proposed priority scale 
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Table 3-9 illustrates a proposed risk matrix diagram. The rows signifies the criticality 
aspect while columns signifies the performance aspect. The matrix is highlighted  in various colors 
for more clarity, where red represents the highest priority and green represents the lowest priority. 
This matrix aims to assign the referred asset in the priority matrix (e.g. it is positioned at “x” in 
this scenario as shown in 
 the matrix) and to take all the necessary actions to decrease its priority index to position 
“y”, for instance.   
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Severe 9-10 30 50 70 90 100 
Poor 7-9 27 45 63 63 90 
Moderate 5-7 21 35 49 
63 
70 
Good 3-5 15 
25 
35 45 50 











This chapter explains the data collection method and the two types of collected data. The 
first type of data is collected for the identification of the criticality factors and their effect value 
through detailed questionnaires. The second type of data is obtained from Strategic Management 
Department of Water Networks in Montreal, Canada to implant the priority model in a real-life 
scenario. The data is collected through personal meetings, emails, online chats and printed forms. 
These data collection methods are designed for the opinion and judgment of the experts about the 
criticality factors. The following section explains the methods and techniques used in the data 
collection process. 
 
4.1 Questionnaire Development 
In order to develop a priority index model for water distribution network, a set of data is 
required. Accordingly, questionnaires are developed for collectiong expert opinion to calculate the 
criticality index. The questionnaire survey is conducted and supervised under Concordia 
University (Montreal, Canada) and Qatar University (Doha, Qatar). A digital and off-line survey 
is distributed among different experts and engineers working in water analysis systems and 
pipeline network management. 
Fifteen sets of responded surveys are received from Qatar. The written responds were 
scanned and sent through emails. Online chats are sometimes used for data clarification and 
supplementary inquiries. Qatar’s data is chosen as a part of this thesis, due to the mutual funding 
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and collaboration between Concordia University and Qatar University in the field of research. An 
online survey is another method to distribute the criticality questionnaires. Nearly three hundred 
questionnaires are sent to water system experts across the world for their opinion. A total number 
of eighteen responses are collected from the experts. Only three questionnaires are rejected due to 
missing or incomplete data. The other fifteen surveys are responded by experts from Europe and 
North America. Figure 4-1 shows the number of acceptable questionnaires to their total number. 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Online Questionnaires Status 
4.1.1 Data Analysais 
Most of the experts participating in this survey are pipeline engineers, planning engineers, 
material engineers and maintenance engineers. Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 display the number of 
responded questionnaires based on their years of experience. Figure 4-2 shows the number of 
responses received from Qatar University and Figure 4-3 shows those from Europe and North 
America. The questionnaire consists of two parts, each with a specific task described in the 
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Figure 4-2 Number of responds received from Qatar 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Number of responds received from Europe and North America 
As another classification, the expert opinion is categorized based on the responders’ 
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construction sites (e.g. civil engineers, pipeline engineers and maintenance engineers); Group B 
for experts in the planning, designing and management areas (e.g. planning engineers, designers 
and consultants); Group C for experts in the educational field (e.g. professors, lecturers and 
researchers). According to the responses from Qatar, 10 experts are classified into Group A and 5 
experts are categorized into Group B. Based on the reviewed results, thirteen experts have chosen 
the Social main factor as dominant among the criticality factors. Meanwhile, the other two experts 
have selected the Environmental/Operational factor as the overwhelming factor among the 
criticality factors. 
  However, the online survey presents results different from those obtained from the Qatar 
responses. In the online survey, experts are evenly put into groups, each containing five responses. 
Group A experts have chosen the Economic factor as most influencing the criticality. The same 
results are also obtained from Group B, the experts selecting the Economic factor as the main 
dominant factor among others. Finally, Group C has similarly chosen the Economic factor as the 
most important among the other criticality factors. Figure 4-4 shows the dominant criticality 
factors based on the online survey results. Upon sorting and analyzing the collected data, it is 
concluded that the Social factor is the most preferable one among the Qatar experts. On the other 
hand, the experts from Europe and North America have selected the Economic factor as the most 




Figure 4-4 Criticality dominant factors from Europe and North America 
 
 
4.1.2 Importance of Main factors for Criticality 
The first part of the questionnaire represents the importance of the main factors for the total 
criticality of the possible failures of water pipelines from 1 to 10, where 1 and 10 indicate the least 
and the most factors respectively. Table 4-1 shows the importance of main factors for the criticality 














































































































































Table 4-1 Importance of main factors to WDN criticality 
Total criticality 
of pipe failure 






4.1.3 Importance of Subfactors to the Main factors 
The second part of the questionnaire consists of several tasks. The first task represents the 
importance of each subfactor to the referred main factors from 1 to 10, where 1 and 10 inidcate 
the least and the most important factors respectively. Table 4-2 shows the importance of criticality 
subfactors to the main factor. In the second part, the expert fills the quantitative values for each 
subfactor’s attribute. For instance, to evaluate the pipeline size from large to small, the expert must 
put a range (in inches or millimeters) to determine the value of each level. Table 4-3 shows various 
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Large (        ) to (       ) (         ) to (      ) 
Medium (        ) to (       ) (         ) to (        ) 




Shallow (         ) to (          ) (           ) to (         ) 
Medium (           ) to (        ) (          ) to (         ) 
Deep (          ) to (          ) (           ) to (          ) 
Land Use NA  
Residential 
NA 
(         ) to (        ) 
Industrial/Commercial (       ) to (          ) 
High Density (         ) to (        ) 
Material NA  
Steel 
NA 
(          ) to (          ) 
Concrete (          ) to (          ) 
PVC (           ) to (          ) 
Poly Ethylene (           ) to (          ) 
Iron (           ) to (          ) 
























(kPa or psi)  
High (           ) to (          ) (           ) to (          ) 
Medium (           ) to (          ) (           ) to (          ) 
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(           ) to (          ) 
No (           ) to (          ) 
Soil Type NA  
Clay 
NA 
(           ) to (       ) 
Rock (          ) to (       ) 
Silt (          ) to (        ) 
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High (           ) to (         ) (           ) to (         ) 
Medium (           ) to (         ) (           ) to (        ) 
Low (          ) to (         ) (           ) to (          ) 
Road Type NA  
local 
NA 
(           ) to (          ) 
Urban (           ) to (          ) 






(          ) to (         ) 






4.1.4 Effect Value 
The final part of the questionnaire is allocated to the effect value of each attribute. A 
column of empty score is attached to each subfactor’s attributes as shown in Table 4-2. The expert 
must assign from 0 to 10 to each cell, 0 indicating the lowest effect value on the criticality and 10 
indicating the highest effect value on the criticality as shown in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-3 Water pipeline size 
Responds 
Pipe  Diameter (Inch) 
Large Medium Small 
min max min max min max 
1 30 48 18 30 2 16 
2 17.7 36 7.87 15.7 1.97 7.87 
3 24 36 12 24 2 12 
4 12 20 8 12 2 8 
5 14 24 8 14 2 8 
 
4.2 Data Collected for the Case Study 
The second type of data is gathered from Strategic Management Department of Water 
Networks in Montreal, Canada to implant the criticality model in a real-life scenario. These data 
are obtained from different sectors of the city of Montreal. These sectors are “Ville Marrie”, 
“Bizard Island”, “Anjou” and “Lasalle”. The data contain the physical characteristics of Montreal 
pipeline network. Each pipe is recognized by its unique identification number and the pipe’s 
location is identified by three roads. The first road shows the pipe’s position and the other roads 
classify the beginning and the end node of the pipe, as shown in Figure 4-5.  
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The following illustration shows Pipe ID # 23194, located in the Ville Marrie sector; the 
pipe is positioned at De Bleury Road, with its start and end point located on Rene Levesque Road 
and Saint Catherine Road respectively. The physical characteristics of the pipe include the pipe’s 
age, its diameter, its length, type of material, the number of breaks per year and other features used 
in the implantation of the criticality model. 
 










This chapter describes the model implantation base on the research methodology discussed in 
Chapter Three. What follows describes the model implantation principal procedures: 
1) Determining the criticality weights 
2) Analysis of the criticality weights 
3) Applying the criticality effect values 
4) Development of criticality and performance indexes 
5) Development of the priority index 
6) Priority matrix implementation 
The case study of this research is based on the city of Montreal, as the most metropolitan 
city in Quebec, Canada. The most populous part in Montreal is the Montreal Island, located 
between Saint Lawrence and Prairies Rivers, with an average population of 3.8 million. Laval and 
Longueuil regions are the second populous areas, located in the north and south of Montreal Island 
respectively. The Montreal contains different types of land in use areas, including residential, 
commercial, industrial and multi-use areas. 
The data on the pipelines’ characteristics are obtained from the Strategic Management 
Department of water network for the city of Montreal. These data include the pipelines’ diameters, 
depth, material and other features used in clarifying the economic and operational subfactors. They 
determine the actual status of the pipeline. Canadian statistical data have also been employed in 
this research to determine the specification of the pipe’s location, such as the land use and the soil 
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type for the proposed locations. After achieving all the required data and inputs, calculating the 
criticality index is simple. 
 Later, the criticality index is combined with the performance index to form the priority 
index. The first step in developing the criticality index is to estimate the weights of criticality 
subfactors, calculated based on the expert opinion. All the responses and data are gathered and 
divided into three main categories for Qatar, Europe and North America. Each set of data is run in 
the model separately, once with the Paprika method and another time with the Swing method. 
However, prior to the data analysis, a detailed breakdown of response #1 is used to show the 
procedures of weights calculation.  
 
5.1 Weights Calculation for Respond # 1  
As mentioned in the research methodology, two weighting techniques are used in the 
determination of criticality weights. What follows explains the implementation of the Paprika and 
Swing methods to respond number one. 
5.1.1 Paprika Implementation 
The first step in the Paprika technique is to construct a criticality table. As shown in Table 
5-1, the main criticality factors and the criticality subfactors relevant to their main factor are listed 
in the first and the second columns respectively. A dummy subfactor is added to the main factors 
of each criticality. These dummies have no score or weights but are used in the Paprika processing. 
The importance of the subfactor to the main factor is filled into the third and the importance of the 
main factor to criticality is filled in the fourth column. These columns are filled with the data 
obtained from the expert opinion as described in the data collection chapter. The fifth column 
contains the “Total Value”, that is the result of multiplying column three with column four. The 
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“Total Value” can be defined as the importance of each criterion to criticality based on the expert 
judgment.   

















 Dummy Economic 
0 
6.5 
0 0 0.00% 
Pipeline Diameter 1 6.5 9 2.59% 
Pipeline Depth 3 19.5 23 6.61% 
Land Use 2 13 16 4.60% 












0 0 0.00% 
Operating Pressure 6 54 53 15.23% 
Water Body Proximity 7 63 64 18.39% 
Buried Assets Proximity 5 45 42 12.07% 








0 0 0.00% 
Alternative Route 9 22.5 28 8.05% 
Daily Traffic 10 25 30 8.62% 
Road Type 8 20 25 7.18% 
Nearby Facilities 3 7.5 10 2.87% 
 Total Value 
  325 348 100.00% 
 
Meanwhile, all the criticality main and subfactors are inserted in the 1000Minds Software. 
Firstly, the main criticality factors are inserted in the program. Each of the main factors is divided 
into several attributes. The attribute or “the criticality subfactors” are arranged in an ascending 
order, according to their importance to the main factor, as shown in column 3. Figure 5-1 shows 










The decision phase begins after all the criticality subfactors have been arranged. In this 
phase, two subfactors from different main factors are randomly chosen and inserted in the L.H.S 
while other subfactors from different main factors are chosen and inserted in the R.H.S. Figure 5-
2 shows the comparison between the L.H.S and the R.H.S. The “Operating Pressure” and 
“Alternative Route” are inserted in the L.H.S while the “Buried Assets Proximity” and “Daily 
Traffic” are inserted in the R.H.S. 
 
Figure 5-2 Decision phase between criticality subfactors, adopted from 1000Minds 
The total value of each side is calculated by using Table 5-1. In this scenario, the L.H.S 
equals to (54+22.5) 76.5; in the other hands, the total value of R.H.S equals to (45+25) 70. 
Therefore, the L.H.S has the higher value and the L.H.S in this scenario is chosen as the dominant 
side. Upon this selection, another combination of criticality subfactors is sorted in the R.H.S and 
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L.H.S until the combinations of all criticality subfactors finish. The next phase is the conclusion 
phase. One of the several advantages of the 1000Minds Software is the accuracy of its output 
results. The results can be obtained as scores, inserted in column six of Table 5-1. Later, these 
scores are normalized to obtain the weights of each criticality subfactor and are inserted in the final 
column of Table 5-1. Another illustration of the results can be made on a graph chart. Figure 5-3 
shows radar and criterion value function charts, illustrating the output result of response #1. 
 
Figure 5-3 Radar and criterion value function charts adopted from 1000Minds 
These charts clearly show which of the main factors have the highest influence on the 
criticality and the score of each criticality subfactor. The current scenario shows that the 
“Environmental/Operational” has the greatest effect on criticality, with “Water proximity” score 
equal to 64, while the highest score in the Economic and Social factors are 23 and 30 respectively.  
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5.1.2 Swing Implementation  
Similar to the Paprika method, the first step in the Swing method is to construct another 
criticality table as shown in Table 5-2. The criticality main and subfactors are being inserted in the 
first and second columns. Also the “Total Value” is inserted in the third column with the same 
results as those of the previous criticality table. “Attribute Value” shows the relative importance 
of each subfactor to its main factor from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates the least important and 1 indicates 
the most important to the main factor.  
Table 5-2 Criticality Table for Response #1 (Swing method) 
Main 
Factors 
Subfactors Total Value 
Attribute 
Value 

















Land Use 13 0.5 0.115 5.30% 
Material 13 0.5 0.115 5.30% 














45 0.333 0.15651 7.21% 
Operating 
Pressure 
54 0.667 0.31349 14.44% 
Water Body 
Proximity 





Nearby Facilities 7.5 0 
0.3 
0 0.00% 
Road Type 20 0.714 0.2142 9.87% 
Alternative 
Route 
22.5 0.857 0.2571 11.84% 
Daily Traffic 25 1 0.3 13.82% 
 Total Value    2.1713 100.00% 
 
The next step is to construct the Swing table as shown in Table 5-3. According to the Swing 
technique, a benchmark row is inserted, containing the lowest attribute value in each main factor, 
as described in Table 5-3. The rows are then ranked and evaluated according to their “Total Value” 
score. For example, the economic row contains the “Pipeline Depth”, “Soil Type” and “Near 
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facilities”. The value of economic row equals 19.5 + 36 + 7.5 = 63, as shown in Table 5-3. By 
using the results of the “Value” column, the rows are re-evaluated from 0 to 100 in the score 
column, where 0 indicates the lowest value that is the “Benchmark” row and 100 indicates the 
highest value that is the “Environmental” row. The score column is then normalized and the 
weights of each main factor are induced. When obtained from the Swing Table, the weights are 
inserted into Table 5-2 in the column “Weight of main factors”. The newly developed values are 
then multiplied by each subfactor’s attribute value and inserted in the “total importance” column. 
The final step is to normalize the total importance value and the weights of each criticality 
subfactors are implanted in the final column, as shown in Table 5-2. 
Table 5-3 Swing Table for Response #1  
Swing Table 
 Main Factors Economic Environmental Social Rank Value Score/100 weight 
Benchmark Pipeline Diameter Soil Type Nearby Facilities 4 50 0.00 0.00 
Economic Pipeline Depth Soil Type Nearby Facilities 3 63 48.15 0.23 
Environmental Pipeline Diameter Water Body Proximity Nearby Facilities 1 77 100.00 0.47 
Social Pipeline Diameter Soil Type Daily Traffic 2 67.5 64.81 0.30 
  Total Value         212.96 1.00 
 
5.2 Qatar Data Analysis 
Figure 5-4 and 5-5 represent the weight of criticality subfactors by using the responses 
received from Qatar. Figure 5-4 illustrate the weights by using Paprika method, while Figure 5-5 
represent the weights by using Swing method. By utilizing the Paprika method, it has been 
concluded that the social factors have the highest attitude on the criticality, while the economic 
factors have the lowest attitude.  “Road Type” subfactor has the highest weight equals to 21 %, 
followed by the “Alternative route” subfactor with weight equals to 15 %. “Nearby facilities” and 
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“Alternative route” subfactors have a high influence on the water criticality with weights equal to 
14%. “Material” and “Water body proximity” subfactors have a low influence on the water 
criticality with weights equal to 3 %. Finally, the “Pipeline depth” has the lowest weight equals to 
2 % as shown in Figure 5-4. 
  
 
Figure 5-4 Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Paprika method- Qatar. 
Through using the Swing method, the weights of the criticality subfactors were similar to 
Paprika method with minor changes.  Same as in the previous method, “Road Type” subfactor has 
the highest weight equals to 26 %. Followed by the “Operating pressure” subfactor with weight 
equals to 19 %. “Nearby facilities” and “Alternative route” subfactors also have a high influence 
on the water criticality with weight equal to 13% and 15% respectively. “Material” and “Water 





























%. Finally, the “Pipeline depth” and “Daily traffic” have the lowest weights equal to 1 % as shown 
in Figure 5-5. 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Swing method-Qatar. 
5.3 Europe Data Analysis 
Similar to Qatar data process, the European data set were inserted into the model. Figure 
5-6 and 5-7 represent the weights of criticality subfactors based on the European responds. Figure 
5-6 shows the weights by using Paprika method, while Figure 5-7 represent the weights by using 
Swing method. By utilizing the Paprika method, it has been concluded that all weights of 
subfactors are ranged from 6 % to 10 %.  “Pipeline diameter” and “Material” subfactor have the 
highest weights equal to 10 %.  In the other hands “Nearby facilities” and “Water body proximity” 






























Figure 5-6 Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Paprika method - Europe. 
By applying the Swing method to the European data, the range of the weights is different 
from the Paprika method, in which the highest weight value was 13 %, while the lowest value was 
3 %. “Pipeline diameter”, “Material” and “Operating pressure” subfactor have the highest weights 
equal to 13 %. Followed by the “Soil type” subfactor with a weight equals to 11 %. “Land use” 
and “Buried asset proximity” subfactors also have a high influence on the water criticality with 
weights equal to 10% and 15% respectively. Lastly the “Road type”, “Water body proximity” and 




































Figure 5-7Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Swing method - Europe. 
 
5.4 North America data analysis 
Figure 5-8 and 5-9 represent the weight of criticality subfactors by using the responses 
received from North America. Figure 5-8 illustrate the weights by using Paprika method, while 
Figure 5-9 represents the weights by using Swing method. By utilizing the Paprika method, it has 
been concluded that the social and economic factors have the highest influence on water criticality 
with a total weight of 75 %. “Nearby Facilities” subfactor has the highest weight equals to 12 %, 
followed by the “Daily traffic”, “Road type”, “Pipeline Diameter” and “Land use” subfactors with 
each has a weight equals to 11 %. Finally the “soil type” has the lowest weight equals to 5 % as 

































Figure 5-8 Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Paprika method – North America. 
Through using the Swing method and similar to Paprika method results, it has been 
concluded that the social and economic factors have the highest influence on water criticality with 
a total weight of 78 %. “Pipeline diameter” subfactor has the highest weight equals to 18 %. 
Followed by the “Land use” subfactor with weight equals to 16 %. “Nearby facilities” and “Daily 
traffic” subfactors also have a high influence on the water criticality with weight equal to 12% and 
10% respectively. “Operating pressure” and “soil type” subfactors have a weak impact on the water 
criticality with weights equal to 4 %. And 3 % respectively. Finally, the “Alternative route” has 


































Figure 5-9 Criticality subfactors weights by utilizing Swing method – North America. 
5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis is executed to define which factors have the highest and the lowest 
impact on the criticality index. A series of “What if Scenarios” are performed to measure the 
influence of changing the subfactors on the criticality index results. Qatar Paprika data set is used 
in the sensitivity analysis to clarify the conclusions made in the previous section. Figure 5-10 
illustrates a tornado graph that compares the effect of each criticality subfactor on the overall 
criticality index value. The X- axis displays the percentage change in the criticality index value. 
Each of the criticality subfactors is listed on the Y axis and each bar is drawn by using ± 10 percent 































 Figure 5-10 Criticality subfactors’ impact on criticality index  
 As shown in Figure 5-10, the “Road type” has the highest influence on the 
criticality index with the percentage of ± 4, followed by the “Alternative route”, “Nearby facilities” 
and “operating pressure” with the approximate percentage of ±3. Meanwhile, “Water body 
proximity”, “Material” and “Pipeline depth” have the lowest influence on the criticality index with 
a percentage range below ± 1. Figure 5-11 shows another illustration graph for sensitivity analysis. 
Percentage change in criticality subfactors are drawn on the X-axis while the percentage change 
in criticality index is plotted on the Y –axis. This graph shows how the criticality subfactors have 
an effect on the criticality index. The more diversion of the subfactor lines from the 0 value, the 
higher the influence on the criticality index value. For Instance, the “Road type” subfactor has the 
highest diversion among the other lines, which means the largest effect on the criticality index 
while the “Pipe depth” has the lowest effect on the criticality index. 
 

















Figure 5-11 Sensitivity analysis for criticality subfactors  
 
5.6 Data Comparison Analysis 
A comparison is made with all received responses to evaluate the difference between sets 
of the expert opinion. Figures 5-12 and 5-13 describe the comparison between the three sets of 
data in a cluster graph. Figure 5-12 shows the result of the Paprika method while Figure 5-13 






































Pipe line Diameter Pipeline Depth Land Use Material
Operating Pressure Water Body Proximity Buried Assets Proximity Soil Type




Figure 5-12 Paprika process comparison  
The “X” axis shows the criticality subfactors while the “Y” axis describes the weight of each 
subfactor. Weight averaging is also drawn in the curves for a more accurate comparison 
illustration. Table 5-4 shows the mean value of the subfactors’ weights. It gives a comparison 
between the criticality subfactors by utilizing the Paprika and Swing methods. The “Variation” 
column represents the weight difference values between Paprika and Swing methods. The highest 
variation value is equal to 3.07%, while the lowest variation value is equal to 0.31%. Both methods 
are MCDM, but their methodology are different. That is the reason of the variance in the criticality 












































































































































































Paprika  Process Comparison




Table 5-4 Subfactors average weights 
Sub-Factor Paprika Method Swing Method Variation 
Pipeline Diameter 8.61% 11.68% 3.07% 
Pipeline Depth 5.62% 5.03% 0.59% 
Land Use 8.21% 10.05% 1.84% 
Material 6.32% 7.18% 0.86% 
Operating Pressure 9.73% 12.18% 2.45% 
Water Body Proximity 5.04% 3.65% 1.39% 
Buried Assets Proximity 7.33% 8.16% 0.83% 
Soil Type 7.09% 7.40% 0.31% 
Alternative Route 10.13% 7.48% 2.65% 
Daily Traffic 8.26% 5.48% 2.78% 
Road Type 12.92% 12.43% 0.49% 
Nearby Facilities 10.73% 9.27% 1.46% 
 
According to the Paprika method, the “Road type” has the highest influence on an average 
value of 12.92 percent. “Nearby facilities” and “Alternative route” subfactors have a high impact 
on an average weight of 10.73 percent and 10.13 percent. “Water Body proximity” considers the 
lowest factor with an impact on the criticality index with a value of 5.04 percent. Similar to the 
Paprika method, the “Road type” is also the dominant subfactor in the Swing method with an 






Figure 5-13 Swing process comparison  
 
Table 5-5 shows the ranking of criticality subfactors through utilizing Paprika and Swing 
techniques from the lowest to the highest value. In accordance to Paprika technique the “Water 
Body Proximity”, “Pipeline Depth” and “Material” subfactors have the lowest influence on criticality. 
Meanwhile, the “Alternative Route”,” Nearby Facilities” and “Road Type” have the highest impact on 
criticality. Through utilizing Swing technique, it has been discovered that the “Water Body Proximity”, 
“Pipeline Depth” and “Daily Traffic” subfactors have the lowest effect on the criticality. In other hands, 
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After data comparison and analysis, it has been revealed that Paprika technique is more 
conservative and accurate than the Swing technique. The main reason of preferring to work with 
Paprika, because its methodology is based on comparing of each criticality subfactors with each 
other. However, the Swing technique compares only the best and the worst categories with the 
other criticality subfactors. 
Table 5-5 Ranking of criticality subfactors. 
Ranks Sub-Factor Paprika Method Sub-Factor Swing Method 
1 Water Body Proximity 5.04% Water Body Proximity 3.65% 
2 Pipeline Depth 5.62% Pipeline Depth 5.03% 
3 Material 6.32% Daily Traffic 5.48% 
4 Soil Type 7.09% Material 7.18% 
5 Buried Assets Proximity 7.33% Soil Type 7.40% 
6 Land Use 8.21% Alternative Route 7.48% 
7 Daily Traffic 8.26% Buried Assets Proximity 8.16% 
8 Pipeline Diameter 8.61% Nearby Facilities 9.27% 
9 Operating Pressure 9.73% Land Use 10.05% 
10 Alternative Route 10.13% Pipeline Diameter 11.68% 
11 Nearby Facilities 10.73% Operating Pressure 12.18% 
12 Road Type 12.92% Road Type 12.43% 
 
 
5.7 Criticality Score and Effect Value 
The effect value is obtained from the expert opinion as shown in section 4.1.4. It is used to 
determine the criticality score by using equation 3-2. The summation of the criticality score of 
each factor results in the total criticality index of the pipeline. Table 5-6 and 5-7 represent the 







Table 5-6 Paprika table with the final criticality score 
Main 
Factor 










Pipe line Diameter 0.04 
Large 8.23 0.34 
Medium 4.47 0.19 
Small 1.2 0.05 
Pipeline Depth 0.02 
Shallow 5.67 0.12 
Medium 4.13 0.08 
Deep 3.40 0.04 
Land Use 0.04 
Residential 1.80 0.08 
Industrial/Commercial 4.43 0.20 
High Density 7.33 0.31 
Material 0.03 
Steel 1.10 0.03 
Concrete 6.37 0.18 
PVC 4.23 0.12 
Poly Ethylene 8.63 0.24 
Iron 4.30 0.14 











Operating Pressure 0.14 
High 7.93 1.10 
Medium 3.50 0.49 




Yes 7.10 0.24 




Yes 7.20 0.38 
No 2.83 0.18 
Soil Type 0.08 
Clay 3.30 0.28 
Rock 0.97 0.08 
Silt 8.30 0.68 






Alternative Route 0.15 
Yes 2.30 0.35 
No 7.33 1.09 
Daily Traffic 0.06 
High 7.63 0.46 
Medium 4.40 0.27 
Low 1.8 0.12 
Road Type 0.21 
Rural 1.43 0.24 
Urban 4.00 0.85 
Interstate 7.57 1.67 
Nearby Facilities 0.14 
Yes 7.63 1.08 




Since El Chanati (2014) use Qatar expert opinion to develop the performance index, Qatar 
criticality responses are also used in Tables 5-6 and 5-7 for more contingency of the final results. 
Final criticality scores vary from 0 to 10, where 0 indicates that the pipeline has the lowest 
criticality value and 10 indicates it has the highest criticality value. 
Table 5-7 Swing table with the final criticality score 
Main 
Factor 









Pipe line Diameter 0.04 
Large 8.23 0.32 
Medium 4.47 0.17 
Small 1.2 0.05 
Pipeline Depth 0.01 
Shallow 5.67 0.09 
Medium 4.13 0.05 
Deep 3.40 0.02 
Land Use 0.04 
Residential 1.80 0.08 
Industrial/Commercial 4.43 0.20 
High Density 7.33 0.29 
Material 0.02 
Steel 1.10 0.02 
Concrete 6.37 0.11 
PVC 4.23 0.09 
Poly Ethylene 8.63 0.17 
Iron 4.30 0.10 









Operating Pressure 0.19 
High 7.93 1.52 
Medium 3.50 0.69 
Low 2.33 0.44 
Water Body 
Proximity 
0.02 Yes 7.10 0.13 
No 2.57 0.05 
Buried Assets 
Proximity 
0.05 Yes 7.20 0.39 
No 2.83 0.16 
Soil Type 0.08 
Clay 3.30 0.31 
Rock 0.97 0.09 
Silt 8.30 0.73 





Alternative Route 0.15 Yes 2.30 0.36 
No 7.33 1.11 
Daily Traffic 0.01 
High 7.63 0.07 
Medium 4.40 0.04 
Low 1.8 0.01 
Road Type 0.26 
Rural 1.43 0.29 
Urban 4.00 1.03 
Interstate 7.57 2.2 
Nearby Facilities 0.13 Yes 7.63 0.99 





5.8 Criticality and Performance Indices Implantation 
GPS technology and Google maps are used to determine the piplelines’ locations and their 
characteristics.  Figure 5-14 shows a sample map from “Ville Marrie” by Google map. The 
integration of data from the Strategic Management Department of Water Network for the city of 
Montreal with the Canadian statistics and Google maps data clarify all the input needed to 
determine the current status of water pipelines. 
 
Figure 5-14 Ville Marrie map Google 2016 
After obtaining all the input and requirements for the criticality and performance 
subfactors, the model is run. Some different sectors of the city of Montreal are also assessed as 
part of the current research, divided based on their general land use. “Ville Marrie”, “Bizard 
Island”, “Anjou” and “Lasalle” are the four different sectors at stake: Ville Marrie represents a 
mixed-used area, Bizard Island accounts for a rural area, “Anjou” embodies an industrial area and 






5.8.1 Criticality Index Implementation 
Several pipelines across the city of Montreal are taken as an implementation for the 
Criticality Index. Each of the previously referred sectors is divided into several land use. For 
example, “Bizard Island” is an island that contains both rural and residential areas. To simplify the 
model implantation, the pipeline samples are taken from a location according to their sectors types, 
as shown in Table 5-8. 
Table 5-8 Land use according to sectors. 
Location Type of Land use 
Ville Marrie Mixed-used area 
Bizard Island Rural area 
Anjou Industrial area 
Lasalle Residential area 
 
In this case study, five random pipeline samples are taken from each sector (except Anjou, 
only three samples are taken due to data shortage) to implant into the criticality model by using 
both the Paprika and Swing methods. The pipes’ locations are identified by the street names; then, 
Google Maps located them on the Montreal map. After determining the economic, environmental 
and social factors of the pipeline, they are inserted in the criticality model to estimate the criticality 
index of each one.  
Figure 5-15 and 5-16 illustrate the criticality indexes of random pipelines taken from 
different sectors of the city of Montreal. Figure 5-15 shows the criticality index induced by the 




Figure 5-15 Criticality index for random pipelines samples using the Paprika method. 
According to Figure 5-15, “Ville Marrie” sector has the highest criticality index. The 
maximum value at “Ville Marrie” is 6.99 and the lowest value is 5.64. “Anjou” sector has the 
highest criticality value after “Ville Marrie” with an average criticality value of 4.92. “Lasalle” 
sector is ranked in the middle of the sectors with an average criticality value of 4.45. Finally 
“Bizard Island” has the lowest criticality average value equal to 4.17, as shown in Figure 5-15. 
Bizard Island( Rural Area)
Lasalle (Residential Area)
Anjou (Industrial Area)





























Figure 5-16 Criticality index for random pipeline samples using the Swing method. 
Similar to the Paprika results, the ranking of city sectors are the same in the Swing method. 
“Ville Marrie” sector has the highest average criticality index with a value equal to 6.33. Followed 
by “Anjou” sector, an average criticality value of 4.98. “Lasalle” sector is ranked in the middle of 
the sectors with an average criticality value of 4.76. Finally, “Bizard Island” has the lowest 
criticality average value equal to 4.36, as shown in Figure 5-16. 
5.8.2 Performance Index Implantation 
By using El Chanati (2014) performance values of water distribution networks as shown 
in Table 2-6, the performance index of each pipeline can be estimated. The same pipe used in the 
criticality model is used once again to estimate the performance index, as shown in Figure5-17. 
Bizard Island( Rural Area)
Lasalle (Residential Area)
Anjou (Industrial Area)






























Figure 5-17 Performance index for random pipeline samples  
 
According to Figure 5-17, the average value of the performance indexes for “Ville Marrie” 
and “Anjou” sectors are equal to 2.58 and 2.69 respectively. In the performance scale, these pipes 
are in “Good condition”. However, the average value of the performance index for “Lasalle” is 
equal to 3.46, which is the highest value among the other sectors and the pipes at this sector are in 
“Moderate condition”. 
5.9 Priority Index Development 
After identifying the criticality indexes of the referred pipelines across the city of Montreal, 
they are combined with the performance indexes to form the priority index as already shown in 
equation 3-3. Figures 5-18 and 5-19 show the priority indexes for the previous pipeline samples 
Ville Marrie C3(Mixed Used Area)
 Anjou(Industrial Area)
Bizard Island (Rural Area)




























Ville Marrie C3(Mixed Used Area)  Anjou(Industrial Area) Bizard Island (Rural Area) Lasalle  (Residential Area)
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used in the implantation of the criticality indexes. Figure 5-18 represents the priority index 1, 
developed from the combination of Paprika criticality index and performance index. Figure 5-19 
represents the priority index 2, generated from the combination of the Swing criticality index and 
performance index. 
 
Figure 5-18 Priority Index 1. 
In both scenarios (Priority indexes 1 & 2), the “Ville Marrie” sector has the highest mean 
priority index while “Bizard Island” has the lowest mean priority index. In the proposed priority 
scale, the “Ville Marrie” sector lies in the high priority scale while the remaining areas lie in the 
normal priority scale. As calculated, the “Ville Marrie” sector is the highest vital area of the city 
with the highest demand for repairs and maintenance scheduling among the other referred sectors 
of the city. 
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Figure 5-19 Priority Index 2. 
5.10 Priority Matrix Implementation 
As mentioned in section 3.5, priority matrix is another method to illustrate the importance 
of the referred water pipelines. Table 5-9 shows the average priority index for the previous pipeline 
samples among the different city sectors.  
Table 5-9 Average priority index. 








Ville Marrie C3(Mixed Used 
Area) 
6.17 6.33 2.58 4.38 4.46 
Lasalle  (Residential Area) 4.45 4.76 3.46 3.96 4.11 
Bizard Island (Rural Area) 4.17 4.36 3.11 3.64 3.74 
 Anjou(Industrial Area) 4.92 4.98 2.69 3.80 3.84 
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A bubble chart is much better for data illustration than a normal matrix diagram, to show 
all the data indexes of this case in one diagram. Figure 5-20 shows a priority matrix bubble chart, 
where the X-axis describes the performance index and Y axis represents the criticality index. The 
priority scale appears as the background color of the bubble chart. Green at 0 represents the lowest 
priority while red at 10 represents the highest priority. The diameter of the bubble represents the 
actual value of the priority index value. The higher the value, the greater the diameter of the bubble. 
In the bubble chart, the priority index of the “Ville Marrie” sector is the highest value in the city 
equals to 4.42. In the other hands, the priority index of “Bizard Island” has the lowest value in the 
city equals to 3.69. 
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Figure 5-21 shows an imaginary case for the city of Montreal, intended for a better data 
illustration. In this scenario, the “Ville Marrie” sector has the highest priority index equal to 5.5 
and the “Bizard Island” sector has the lowest priority index equal to 3. According to Figure 5-21, 
the greater bubble size refers to a higher priority index value and the smaller bubble size refers to 
a lower priority index. This technique facilitates to evaluate the assets based on their priority index 



































Conclusion and Recommendation 
6.1 Summary and Conclusion 
This research mainly aims to calculate a priority index for water distribution networks and 
use this index to prioritize the maintenance and rehabilitation schedule of the pipeline networks. 
The priority index is divided into two main indexes: “Criticality Index” and “Performance Index”. 
Criticality index development is also mentioned explicitly in this study, while the performance 
index is adopted from El Chanati (2014).  
The subfactors affecting the criticality of the water distribution network are identified. 
They are grouped into three main factors, economic, environmental/operational and social factors. 
The Paprika and Swing methods are implemented to calculate the weights of each subfactor, 
supported by the 1000Minds Software. Two types of questionnaires are sent to water distribution 
experts in Qatar, Europe and North America. The experts have estimated the scores of the 
subfactors and the effect values of their attributes. 
According to the Qatar data set and by means of the Paprika method, social subfactors have 
the highest impact on criticality with a total weight of 56 percent. “Road type” has the highest 
weight value equal to 21 percent; besides, “Nearby facilities”, “Alternative route” and “Operating 
pressure” have a strong influence on criticality with an approximate weight of 14 percent. Finally, 
the “Pipeline depth” has the lowest weight equal to 2 percent. The output results of the Swing 
method are similar to those of the Paprika method with some minor difference in the weight 
distribution. The social factors are still dominant with a total weight of 55 percent. Also, the “Road 
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type” has the highest weight equals to 26 percent while the “Pipeline depth” and “Daily traffic” 
have the lowest weight equal to 1 percent.  
According to the Europe data set and by means of the Paprika method, all subfactor weights 
lie between 6 to 10 percent. “Pipeline diameter” and “Material” have the highest weight value 
equal to 10 percent while “Nearby facilities” and “Water body proximity” have the lowest weight 
equal to 6 percent. The subfactors’ weight range is different according to the Swing method; the 
range varies from 13 to 3 percent. Also, “Pipeline diameter”, “Material” and “Operating pressure” 
have the highest weight, equal to 13 percent while “Nearby facilities”, “Water body proximity” 
and “Road type” have the lowest weight equal to 3 percent. 
According to the North America data set and by means of the Paprika method, the 
Economic and Social subfactors have the highest effect on criticality with a total weight of 75 
percent. “Nearby facilities” has the highest weight value equal to 12 percent; besides, “Pipeline 
diameter”, “Land use”, “Daily traffic” and “Road type” have a high influence on criticality with 
an approximate weight of 11 percent. Finally, the “Soil Type” has the lowest weight equal to 5 
percent. The Economic and Social subfactors were also dominant based on the Swing method with 
a total weight of 78 percent. The “Pipeline diameter” has the highest weight equal to 18 percent 
followed by “Land use” with a weight equal to 16 percent. Lastly, “Alternative route” has the 
lowest weight equal to 1 percent. 
After all subfactors’ weight values are determined, they are multiplied by their attribute 
effect value to estimate the criticality index, as shown in equation 3-2. Later, it is combined with 
El Chanati (2014) performance index to form the priority index. A new scale and matrix are 
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developed to assess the priority index and to schedule the maintenance and rehabilitation of the 
water pipeline network. 
The city of Montreal is used for the model implementation. Various Pipe samples are taken 
from different sectors and locations of the city. By using the available data and through executing 
the priority model, each pipeline’s priority index is identified and “Ville Marrie” sector is found 
to have the highest priority index, equals to 4.42.While “Bizard Island” has the lowest priority 
index value in the city equals to 3.69. 
6.2 Research Contributions 
The current research has made a contribution in the field of criticality and performance assessment 
of water distribution networks by developing:  
 A Priority index model for water distribution networks 
 A Criticality index for water distribution networks. 
 A Priority scale and matrix to assess the Priority index of water distribution networks. This 
will help the municipalities to schedule their maintenance and rehabilitation plans. 
6.3 Research Limitation 
This research estimates the priority index of the water distribution networks using the Paprika and 
Swing methods. The priority index is calculated through the combination of the criticality and 
performance indexes. The limitation this research has dealt with are as follows: 
 The criticality subfactors of’ weights have been computed based on the questionnaires 
collected from the expert opinion. However, a limited number responses were received 
from Europe and North America; thus, for more accurate data results, an increase in the 
number of responses is highly recommended. 
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 “Daily traffic” in the criticality subfactors is assumed according to the population density 
and average traffic volume of district when the information is not sufficient.  
 Ground water level in Montreal city is assumed by 5 meter depth, which is equivalent to 
“Moderate” depth. However, the locations near to rivers or canals are assumed by 1 meter 
depth which is equivalent to “Shallow” depth.  
 “Water installation quality” and “Water quality” in the performance subfactors are assumed 
to be in good condition due to the lack of data. 
 The selected factors may not apply to all countries and all cases. 
 The Priority index of a city’s sector is calculated by averaging the priority indexes of its 
pipelines. 
6.4 Recommendation and Future work. 
The recommendations for future research can be summarized as follows: 
6.4.1 Research Enhancement 
 The criticality index is based only on the pipelines of water distribution network, as the 
effect of pipeline accessories adds to the precision of criticality index. 
 Considering public transport modal spilt to enhance the obtaining of “Daily traffic” results. 
 Consider more factors affecting the water distribution network to make the model 
adoptable in all the cases and conditions in different countries. 
 Apply advanced data collection techniques for water pipelines for higher sensing and 
detecting of changes. 





6.4.2 Research Extensions 
 The priority index is developed from two indexes: “Criticality” and “Performance”. 
Adding the “Condition” index will increase the accuracy of the priority model. 
 It is possible to develop a 3-D Priority Matrix, including criticality, performance and 
condition. 
 It is possible to calculate the priority index for the whole water supply system. 
 A budget allocation model could be used to distribute the available funds according to their 
priority index value. 
 Priority Index model may apply to other infrastructure systems, such as sewer and road 
systems. It is possible to combine all the systems to help the municipalities have a general 
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